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Abstract 
 

This paper aims to shed light on the correlation between European millennials’ wine purchase 

behavior and preferences on global wine marketing strategies in the context of Old World and New 

World rivalry. Therefore, emphasis is placed on elaborating extrinsic cues within the literature of 

consumer behavior and putting the competition of Old World and New World wine producing 

countries into context. 

Results of a quantitative research design reveal that the three most significant factors influencing wine 

purchase decision of the studied customer segment are country of origin, variety and price, which 

show different causal relationships with the preference on wine marketing strategies. Additionally, the 

effect of experience on wines as an independent variable extends the research scope, implying 

different exposure to psychological influences and consequently distinct behavioral responses. 

Conclusions are drawn including academic and managerial implications on potential targeting 

strategies on European Gen Y wine customers in respect of the covered branding approaches, bearing 

the individual level of wine knowledge in mind as a non-attribute aspect. 
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1. Introduction 

As a starting point of this paper, a brief introduction is provided in order to lay the foundation of the 

master’s thesis. First, this chapter will shed light on the background of the paper. Afterwards, research 

questions are formulated, through which the reader gains insight into the conducted primary research. 

Subsequently, structure of the paper will be delineated and delimitation will be presented as the last 

step before moving on to the academic literature review. 

1.1 Background  

Understanding the patterns of millennials’ wine purchasing behavior plays a critical role in marketing 

and it allows wineries and retailers to better connect with their target audience (Mitchell & Hall, 

2001). Success of this connection becomes increasingly important, since the previous decades brought 

about a significantly wider range of wine products to choose from, which motivates wine producers to 

more efficiently differentiate their product portfolio from that of the competitors (Lockshin & Albisu, 

2006). This is especially true in the current global wine market, where rivalry has intensely evolved 

between Old World and New World wine producing countries (Steiner, 2004). 

Accordingly, Gen Y consumers get bombarded with different wine marketing strategies, including 

traditional Old World regional branding, through more innovative varietal and label-focused branding 

mainly developed by the New World representatives (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). This evolution goes in 

parallel with changing global demand patterns, which is highly represented in the European wine 

market (Lockshin & Albisu, 2006). Focusing on the younger generation of millennials, being the core 

segment target of the current paper, different wine consumption patterns has changed as well as 

preferences have shifted towards new categories (Holter, 2009). 

Gen Y has become more open for unprecedented New World wines and started focusing on 

influencing cues, such as variety (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). Consequently, wine consumption became 

increasingly fashionable, which inherently entailed quality getting more into the focus of preference 

among younger wine consumers as well (Ibid.). On the other hand, cheaper wines with appealing label 
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design also became very popular, which contributed to the reinforcement of the New World segment 

(Bartlett & McAra, 2016). The development of these global trends is in parallel with a generational 

shift of wine consumption patterns in terms of psychological influences and behavioral responses 

(Kennett-Hensel, Neeley and Min, 2011). Consequently, millennials’ decision process on wine 

purchase shows a divergent mechanism from that of older generations, where relevant external and 

internal cues represent different shares within the evaluation stage (Kennett-Hensel et al., 2011). 

1.2 Purpose of the Study and Research Questions 

As a consequence of millennials becoming the dominant customer segment in the European wine 

market, paired with an intensifying rivalry between the Old World and New World wine producing 

countries, Gen Y gets increasingly targeted with different global wine marketing strategies (Steiner, 

2004, Bartlett & McAra, 2016). 

While extant academic literature covers wine consumer behavior on various national levels, research 

gap has been identified in terms of focusing on wine purchase behavior of Gen Y across Europe and 

its potential correlation with global wine marketing strategies in the context of the aforementioned 

phenomenon, known as the competition between Old World and New World. Beyond, experience on 

wines as a significant factor of psychological influences that determines an individual’s behavioral 

response when it comes to purchasing a bottle of wine is brought into focus as it may be of particular 

significance (Banaji & Heiphetz, 2010). Accordingly, this paper draws on the following research and 

sub-question underlying the academic literature review, secondary data collection and quantitative 

primary research that was conducted in the form of web-based online survey. 

 

 

RQ: What relationships can be seen between European millennials’ wine purchase behavior and their 

wine selection preferences in the context of global wine marketing strategies? 

SQ: Which changes can be recognized in the wine purchase behavior of European millennials and their 

attitude towards the covered wine marketing strategies depending on their level of experience on wines? 
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Consequently, the paper is written with the purpose of finding the answers to the aforementioned 

research question and sub-question, filling in the identified research gap and providing new insight on 

the topic, which may potentially create space for further academic research. 

1.3 Structure 

After the current introductory chapter, the paper will be continued with an academic literature review, 

which is divided into three main parts. First, relevant aspects on consumer behavior will include an 

elaboration on millennials, wine purchasing behavior and the relationship between Gen Y and wine 

underlying the research focus of the paper. Secondly, literature review will cover the field of global 

wine industry, sharing details on relevant market restructuring processes, the comparison of Old 

World and New World from the perspectives of both structural characteristics and wine marketing 

peculiarities. 

Beyond, in order to illustrate the representation of intense competition between the Old World and 

New World at one of the most important European wine import market, international wine trading 

figures will be delineated. Finally, as of the third main part of the academic literature review, three 

types of prevailing wine branding strategies will be presented. 

The subsequent chapter shares details on the applied methodology. This will start with philosophy of 

science and research approach, which together define the adopted research design. After describing 

important sub-parts of the research design, emphasis will be placed on the applied data collection 

methods, including primary and secondary data. 

Subsequently, the paper describes how the chosen online survey has been designed and structured, 

with a section attributed to delineate the process of research sampling. Afterwards, the process of data 

analysis, the applied research ethics and consideration on data quality will be presented and the 

chapter will end with a methodological summary. 
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The fourth main part will provide a review on research findings, which will be presented in line with 

the predetermined research blocks, such as demographic data, wine purchasing behavior, influencing 

factors on wine purchase and perceptions of wines in comparison of Old World and New World. 

Based on the results and interpretation of relevant academic literature as well as secondary data, 

conclusions will follow. These will include answers to the predetermined research questions and serve 

as a basis for academic and managerial implications. Finally, conclusions will signal potential future 

research fields, which will close the paper together with the discussion on limitations. 

1.4 Delimitations 

Before starting to elaborate on academic literature, delimitations of the current paper need to be 

presented. It is important to mention that within the field of wine consumer behavior, the study 

exclusively focuses on purchasing behavior of the examined demographical segment and excludes the 

study on wine consumption patterns. Relatedly, the primary research mainly investigates extrinsic 

product attributes, which are studied in the context of its correlations with inherent wine choice 

preference. 

Moreover, the adopted research methodology exploits simple quantitative data analysis techniques, 

due to the mixed-method nature of the online survey, and therefore more advanced statistical 

calculations such as regression analysis will not be included. Finally, when providing market data to 

argue for the relevance of the study, decision has been made to represent the current situation of the 

European wine market by the UK, subsequently of two reasons. 

First, the UK highly represents the competition of Old World and New World, putting the studied 

wine marketing strategies into relevant context. Secondly, there was a lack of relevant secondary data 

on figures of the European market. However, the sample consists of European Gen Y individuals as 

the core customer segment. 
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2. Academic Literature Review 

This chapter aims to shed light on three integral parts of the paper, which establish the focus of the 

research. Academic literature will cover relevant aspects of consumer behavior, an elaboration on the 

global wine industry and a brief summary on threecovered wine branding strategies. In order to ensure 

a high level of validity, chosen sources will be scholarly peer-review academic journals. 

2.1 Consumer Behavior 

As of the first related theoretical area, academic literature review will be provided on relevant aspects 

of consumer behavior, elaborating on millennials as the studied demographic segment, on which the 

research focuses. Besides, wine purchasing behavior will also be detailed, putting emphasis on the 

introduction of external and internal attributes, as well as non-attribute influencing factors. Finally, the 

chapter will also encompass a summary on the relationship between Gen Y and wine that lays the 

foundation of the primary research. 

2.1.1 Millennials 

Gradually becoming the largest consumer segment globally, millennials (or interchangeably Gen Y) 

gain increasing academic interest in multidisciplinary literature, starting from economics, through 

psychology and sociology, also embracing the field of marketing (Bucuta, 2015). Being the next 

generation after Gen X, millennials are mainly considered as people born between 1980 and 1995, 

although no extensive definition exists within the academic literature (Jimenez, 2009). 

Nowadays, this generation includes individuals within the age of 25 to 40, who account for a quarter 

of the current world population, counting around 80 million people (Tilford, 2018). Millennials 

gradually become the dominant segment of the labour market, being mainly represented within entry-

level and middle-management positions, on their way to becoming leaders of business organizations 

(Weber, 2017). Moreover, this generation is also expected to emerge as a significant pool of investors 

by time as they accumulate wealth, being the largest social segment together with Gen Z (Weber, 

2017). 
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From a consumer behavior perspective, being raised in a consumption-driven society is an important 

external factor differentiating Gen Y from Baby Boomers and Gen X (Morton, 2002). Consequently, 

based on the socio-cultural characteristics of the millennials, the summary of Noble, Haytko and 

Phillips (2009) describes a generation, which is tech-savvy, knows media well and therefore has 

extensive experience to avoid being deceived or over-influenced by different advertising tactics. In 

comparison with earlier generations, millennials got raised up with a close relation to internet and 

technological advances, due to which they got endowed by unprecedented behaviors that might impact 

their buying decisions (Dodd & Ghiselli, 2008). 

According to Moore (2012), appropriate promotional and media strategies are crucial for reaching out 

and engaging with the studied consumer segment. With the spread of technological devices, such as 

smartphones, tablets and laptops, potential customers are more exposed to receiving the messages of 

advertisers, as millennials show a common behavior in using all forms of social media and 

communication tools (Omar, 2016). Moreover, the range of sales channels has also gradually 

broadened over the previous decades, which is mainly exploited by the younger generations. 

Creating several touchpoints with these consumers became increasingly important, for which the 

implementation of an omnichannel approach may constitute an effective communication strategy 

(Rodríguez-Torrico, Cabezudo, & San-Martín, 2017). In terms of social media behavior aspects, 

Rahman (2015) argues that millennials gradually move away from traditional forms of media and 

prefer instead advanced as well as more interactive platforms, due to their perceived value of high 

functionality and delight. 

Regarding e-commerce, Gen Y is considered to be a significant contributor as the younger part of this 

generation have already experienced the trend of online shopping during their teenage years (Moreno, 

Lafuente, Carreón, & Moreno, 2017). Accordingly, as these young individuals accumulate wealth and 

increase their purchasing power, they are expected to further boost the expansion of e-commerce 

(Moreno et al., 2017). Despite having experience in realizing promotional tactics more easily than 
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previous generations (Noble et al., 2009), millennials use the opportunity that e-commerce provides, 

as competitive prices and favourable shipping rates catch their attention (Smith, 2011). 

From a marketing perspective, millennials prove to be more inclined to integrate technology into their 

ordinary consumer behavior, as smartphones and the internet are common means to keep in touch with 

retailers and connect to brands (Moore, 2012). This characteristic of Gen Y together with its high 

purchasing power are significantly taken into consideration by online retailers, who consequently take 

advantage of the situation compared to brick-and-mortar businesses (Moreno et al., 2017). 

In contrast with traditional forms of advertising to which millennials are more reluctant, electronic 

word-of-mouth (eWOM) is considered to be a favoured communication channel, due to its perceived 

inherent credibility (Allsop, Bassett, & Hoskins, 2007). 

Beyond being characterized by high levels of adaptability as a consequence of experiencing a fast-

paced tech environment, Thach and Olsen (2006) emphasize further areas of differentiation. 

According to the authors, Gen Y significantly differs from earlier generations in its preference for 

diversity, in terms of both gender and race. Additionally, a shared belief is also maintained about the 

simultaneous existence of responsible work and inherent fun (Thach & Olsen, 2006). 

2.1.2 Wine Purchasing Behavior 

There is an extensive scholarly literature on the academic mechanisms of the wine purchasing process 

within the field of consumer behavior, due to the wine industry on which particular attention has been 

paid over the previous decades (Romaniuk & Dawes, 2005; Scarpa, Thiene & Galletto, 2009). 

Relatedly, extant research widely covers the repertoire of various product specific attributes (Kennett-

Hensel et al., 2011; Olsen, Thach & Nowak, 2007; Aqueveque, 2006; Barrena & Sanchez, 2009; 

Barber, Ismail & Dodd, 2007; Veale, 2008) as well as non-attribute factors, which influence consumer 

decision, too (Quester & Smart, 1998; Martínez, Mollá-Bauzá, Gomis & Poveda, 2006; Xue, 2008). 

The following section will address these areas from an academic perspective in order to substantiate 

the research topic of this paper. 
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2.1.2.1 External and Internal Attributes 

According to Elliott and Cameron (1994), when it comes to choosing a wine, individuals make their 

decision based on intrinsic and extrinsic features of the product. While the former includes factors 

such as colour, flavour, alcohol percentage, vintage and variety, the latter stands for price, design, 

brand as well as origin of both country and wine region. An earlier study of Gabbott (1991) reveals 

that wine consumers consider both intrinsic and extrinsic features during the purchasing process, 

however, personal and situational factors significantly influence consumer behavior. Accordingly, the 

most relevant cues that lay the foundation of this paper are elaborated below. 

As one of the most significant extrinsic attribute on which there is a common agreement within extant 

academic literature, price plays an integral role in the wine purchasing process (Keown & Casey, 

1995; Jenster & Jenster, 1993), which may account for more than half of the final buying decision 

(Guildsomm, 2014). Price has a qualificative function as it shows correlation with quality from the 

aspect of consumer perception (Hofmeister-Tóth & Totth, 2004). This relationship between perceived 

product quality and price has been further underpinned by contemporary academic literature 

(Aqueveque, 2006). The aforementioned attribute of price applies with a higher frequency among 

individuals who lack knowledge on the product and therefore, rely on the previously mentioned 

psychological mechanism to a bigger extent. Interpreting this to generational attributes, Gen Y is more 

exposed to this influence (Kennett-Hensel et al., 2011). Similarly to the mechanism between price and 

quality, willingness-to-pay (followingly referred to as WTP) also shows correlation with price 

(Auning-Hansen & Jensen, 2012). 

Another significant extrinsic cue having an apparent differentiating power within the Old World is the 

origin of a wine, which is generally interpreted on two levels, country and region. This attribute helps 

identify the product and it facilitates having valid expectations from the wine in terms of quality 

standards, usage of varieties and flavours (Duhan, Kiecker, Areni, & Guerrero, 1999). As an additional 

sub-element, the winemaker also belongs to the product attributes of origin, which may equally affect 

the consumers through perceived quality. This psychological mechanism is particularly related to a 
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situational dimension, when the customer and the end-consumer do not match, as the purpose of the 

purchase is buying a bottle of wine to someone else as a present (Hofmeister-Tóth & Totth, 2004). 

Country of origin (followingly referred to as COO) is considered to be a substantial extrinsic cue, 

since regarding it from a consumer perspective, it becomes a highly relevant factor that influences 

wine choice preference (Elliott & Cameron, 1994).  Moreover, relevance increases due to this research 

also examining the perception of Old World and New World wine marketing strategies, where COO 

plays an important role. Accordingly, academic literature review is provided on this factor, shedding 

light on relevant theoretical aspects underlying the current research. 

As a consequence of globalisation, the impact of COO can be increasingly experienced either in a 

direct or indirect way. Studies on origin of products and its influence on consumer behavior constitute 

a substantial part of extant literature of international marketing and economics (Elliott & Cameron, 

1994). Based on an academic interpretation of the term, COO refers to the impact mechanism of a 

particular country on consumer behavior, where a product originates (Johnson, Tian & Lee, 2016). 

Academic literature classifies COO as an integral part of external product attributes (Kotler & Gertner, 

2002), which presumably has a significant influence on consumers, who lack substantial knowledge 

on a particular product (Cattin, Jolibert, & Lohnes, 1982). This assumed consumer behavior may apply 

to the wine market as well, as Chaney (2000) argues that potential customers in general make minimal 

efforts to gain any background knowledge on the products before purchasing a bottle of wine. 

According to Malota (2004), consumers may have several deductions based on COO, among which 

perceived quality is considered as an important one (Reierson, 1967). This correlation is revealed in 

further academic research as well, arguing that consumers interpret perceived attributes of COO as a 

quality indicator of a product (Gaedeke, 1973; White & Cundiff, 1978; Eroglu & Machleit, 1989). 

However, the direction of influence of COO highly varies depending on the industry (Garvin, 1987). 

Relatedly, when it comes to wine, perceived quality is of utmost importance as it highly impacts 

purchasing behavior. Putting emphasis to the comparison of the two wine producing regions, Old 
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World has originally been identified as the home of premium wines (Rodriguez & Felzensztein, 2013). 

However, extant academic research sheds light on the fact that New World wine producing countries 

may also be part of the top list, counting the most reputable wine nations in terms of high quality, such 

as France, Spain, Australia, and New-Zealand (Felzensztein, 2002).  

Extant academic research further underpins the importance of origin as an extrinsic product attribute. 

Batt and Dean (2000) found that origin is the third most relevant factor to be considered during the 

purchasing procedure, which is especially dominant for male customers, looking for a bottle of wine 

with a primer preference over variety. This result shows consistency with consumer behavior in the 

Old World, where variety and region highly correlate. According to a European study, origin and 

vintage prove to be two of the most influencing markers in Spain when it comes to defining the price 

of a bottle of wine (Angulo, Gil, Gracia, Sanchez, 2000). Additionally, academic literature reveals that 

COO has an effect on individuals WTP, showing positive correlation based on the perceived 

reputation of the country of origin (Auning-Hansen & Jensen, 2012). 

Another relevant extrinsic cue is product design, which entails the front and back labels as well as the 

shape of the wine bottle and the cork, as these are the primer attributes that the consumer perceives 

(Gluckman, 1986). The packaging of a wine, particularly its label design is a key aspect of successful 

sales, given the fact that it entails the product’s identity and it influences potential customers by 

providing implications on what to expect from the wine (Corduas, Cinquanta & Ievoli, 2013). Wine 

labels serve multiple functions on the bottle, such as providing information on the wine in terms of 

variety, origin, vintage, winemaker, alcohol percentage (Lunardo & Guerinet, 2007). 

Besides, the physical appearance of a wine is supposed to suggest its unique selling proposition by 

which it differentiates itself from other alternatives (Halewood & Hannam, 2001). Using creative 

elements can be an effective way for grabbing the customer’s attention, although a well-developed 

targeting strategy needs to be considered, as a potential Gen X customer of a French premium wine is 

expected to reach his decision based on different aspects than a potential Gen Y customer being 
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interested in uniquely designed Australian wines (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). Beyond its design 

function, it becomes increasingly important for wine labels to provide satisfactory information to 

customers, who require more details on the goods they purchase (Marianna, 1997). Similarly to price, 

a positive correlation is also attributed between perceived quality and label design (Shaw, Keeghan 

and Hall, 1999). 

Partly related to design, awards may also represent an integral part of the influencing extrinsic 

attributes, since these fairs have the potential to be used as a marketing tool and affect purchasing 

behavior by delivering the message of high quality level (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). However, extant 

academic research reveals that consumer preference may significantly vary globally (Hofmeister-Tóth 

& Totth, 2004; Shaw et al., 1999). 

Showing difference from the general nature of the consumer packaged goods industry, branding 

functionates distinctively within the wine industry (Hofmeister -Tóth & Totth, 2004). In the traditional 

European wine culture (Old World), the applicable branding tools consist of the wine region and 

terroir, however, the New World follows the pattern of  branding products under a company name 

(Lockshin, 2001). This observation is in parallel with Cawley’s (1992) point of view, based on which 

brand gains interpretation by its variety and the wine region where it has been made, and this serves as 

the basis for quality perception. According to Lockshin (2003), brands are expressed through the 

variety in the New World and the wine region in the Old World. 

As one of the important intrinsic product attributes when it comes to purchasing a bottle of wine, 

variety by definition stands for the type of grape, which a particular wine is made of (Janjo, 2017). 

Customers tend to base their purchase decision on this aspect, since particular features of the wine, 

such as flavor, dryness and body can be predicted based on a known variety (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). 

However, predictability depends on several factors, such as the vintage or expertise of the customer. 

Variety may also serve as a quality assurance (Lunardo & Guerinet, 2007). 
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Purchasing decisions can also be established on reputation, which is interpretable in multiple ways: 

reputation of the winemaker, the country or the region of the origin (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). 

Reputation is often used interchangeably by academic literature with image, since both concepts are 

the results of internally created subjective values (Andehn & Zenker, 2015). High level of reputation 

shows positive correlation with perceived quality (Bartlett & McAra, 2016).. Besides, it also fosters 

the creation of trust, which can be exploited on both customer and trade level (Ibid.). On the one hand, 

wineries of strong reputation enjoy advantage against its competitors by its favourable position in 

terms of customer mapping, while on the other hand, it makes being listed to retailers much easier if a 

winemaker is well-recognized on the wine market (Ibid.). 

2.1.2.2 Non-attribute Influencing Factors 

When it comes to purchasing a bottle of wine, factors that are independent from the previously 

introduced product attributes, such as the level of involvement, purchase occasion, prior knowledge, 

demographics, word-of-mouth, or in-store atmospherics also need to be considered in terms of their 

effect on consumer behavior (Kennett-Hensel et al., 2011). Out of these aspects, the former three will 

be briefly introduced through an academic literature review. 

Level of Involvement 

Zaichkowsky (1985) defines product involvement as the perceived relevance of a product, which is 

based on the degree of inherent personal interest, needs and value of a potential customer during the 

purchasing process. This factor has been extensively proven academically to have a remarkable 

influence on decision-making, especially affecting brand preference, perceptions and consumer 

attitude (Xue, 2008; Phelps & Thorson, 1991; Warrington & Shim, 2000; Suh & Yi, 2006). Given the 

assumption of a high level context, potential customers are expected to be more attentive to details and 

motivated when it comes to a purchasing decision, leading to a situation of high exposure to brand 

influence (Xue, 2008).  

Experience/Knowledge on Wines 
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When it comes to assessing an individual’s level of experience on wines, Frøst and Noble (2002) 

highlight the importance of dividing the concept into two dimensions. Accordingly, interpretation 

needs to be established on an objective element that defines how much someone is knowledgeable on 

wines, and a subjective element, which implies individual judgment on wine knowledge. Drawing on 

this academic categorization, Johnson and Bastian (2007) suggest high correlation between the two 

elements, assuming a predictive relationship between subjective and objective knowledge on wines.  

Regarding the level of expertise, extant research investigates the mechanism of two independent 

variables. One of these dimensions is time, which implies that knowledge on wines is not evidently 

positively correlated with a longer consumption experience (Ibid.). However, former training on wines 

significantly results higher level of experience (Johnson & Bastian, 2007). 

Linking experience as a psychological influence (Kennett-Hensel et al., 2011) to external cues, 

Johnson and Bastian (2007) reveal that the level of knowledge on wines also affect individuals’ 

relation to preferences during the purchasing process. While less knowledgeable customers are more 

exposed to promotional and advertising tactics and therefore mainly base their decision on factors such 

as awards and recommendations of their friends and beloved (Orth, 2002), the group of more 

experienced customers finds professional recommendations, reputation of the winemaker and region 

of origin more influential when purchasing a bottle of wine (Johnson & Bastian, 2007). 

This academic finding is also supported by Dodd, Laverie, Wilcox and Duhan (2005), who studied the 

wine purchasing decision process given the interrelatedness of different levels of wine knowledge and 

further external influencing factors. Accordingly, the authors reveal that individual who are 

characterized by higher levels of objective wine expertise tend to put more significant emphasis on 

impersonal information sources, such as professional reviews and wine guides (Dodd et al., 2005). 

Similarly, the level of subjective knowledge also shows positive correlation with the preference of 

integrating impersonal information and personal aspects into the decision making process (Ibid.). 
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In contrast, people of lower level of subjective wine knowledge are more exposed to basing their wine 

purchase decisions mainly on personal sources, such as recommendations of their friends (Dodd et al., 

2005). 

Purchase Occasion 

As a significant aspect to be considered when it comes to purchasing a bottle of wine, the situation has 

an integral role in wine consumer behavior also underpinned by extant academic literature (Quester & 

Smart, 1998). Accordingly, individuals tend to set their preference on decision variables based on the 

current purchase situation, which may be different at each occasion. As a result, scholars suggest that 

consumers’ purchase decision is highly affected by the situation if the product is bought as a gift or the 

purchasing motive serves personal consumption (Barber, Dodd and Ghiselli, 2008). Consequently, 

shoppers are more inclined to deviate from their natural decision making process and let more ground 

to social aspects influencing their choice when purchasing a wine as a gift (Barber et al., 2008). 

2.1.3 Millennials and Wine 

After providing an introduction of dominant generational traits based on social, economic and cultural 

factors, the next part reveals how Gen Y relates to wine. Extant scholarly literature on the topic gains 

increasing actuality as millennials are considered to be the upcoming wine consuming generation, 

taking the leading role from Gen X and getting into the core focus of marketers (Holter, 2009). 

A conceptual framework prepared by Kennett-Hensel et al. (2011) provides a thorough illustration on 

existing generational differences in consumer behavior related to wine between millennials and their 

ancestors, examined by the theoretical dimensions of psychological influences and behavioral 

responses. While the former determinant studies the impact on behavioral aspects depending on the 

quantity of consumption and purchase, the latter sheds light on difference deriving from distinct levels 

of expertise, price/quality inferences, hedonic orientation, prestige sensitivity and price consciousness 

(Kennett-Hensel et al., 2011). 
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1. Figure - Conceptual Framework of Behavioral Responses and Psychological Influences  

Source: Kennett-Hensel et al. (2011) 

The framework, which is built on extant literature of consumer psychology, assumes a bi-directional 

relationship between the two examined factors (Banaji & Heiphetz, 2010), and draws on recognized 

academic theories of consumer behavior, such as cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957), impression 

management (Schlenker et al., 1971), or balance theory (Heider, 1958). 

According to the findings of the research, Gen Y shows the following differences in its wine consumer 

behavior from Gen X and the generation of Baby Boomers (Kennett-Hensel et al., 2011). As a result 

of the first hypothesis within the examined behavioral responses, Gen Y consumes significantly less 

wine than earlier generations used to. In parallel, purchase quantity also proved to be remarkably 

lower among the younger generation. Taking the psychological influences into consideration, wine 

expertise has been studied with a break-down by cognitive effort and automaticity, analysis and 

elaboration, and memory. The results revealed that Gen Y is notably less knowledgeable about wine 

than previous generations (Kennett-Hensel et al., 2011). 

When examining the differences in generational approaches towards price/quality inferences, the 

research revealed that the younger customers in focus are more likely to assume higher quality based 

on a more expensive bottle of wine (Kennett-Hensel et al., 2011). In contrast with previous factors 

under examination, the results of price consciousness showed inconsistency with the authors’ 

prediction, since Gen Y turned out to be less price sensitive when it comes to wine purchase (Ibid.). 

Regarding the investigation of hedonic orientation, the research aimed to examine how the factors 

of  newness, feelings and entertainment dominate the respondents’ consumer behavior (Ibid.). As 
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predicted by the authors, millennials showed a higher inclination towards hedonic decision-making 

patterns (Ibid.). Last but not least, Gen Y proves to be more exposed to societal conformity and 

therefore, being more sensitive to prestige, however, statistical significance was not detected (Kennett-

Hensel et al., 2011). 

2.2 The Global Wine Industry 

After providing an academic literature review on related parts of consumer behavior, this section will 

be focused on elaborating the main foundation of this paper. Therefore, restructuring of the 

competitive market landscape within the global wine industry will be revealed, putting emphasis on 

the encounter of two dominating wine producing regions. Consequently, characteristics of the Old 

World and New World will be described, including a thorough comparison on structural differences. 

Finally, the chapter will present market statistics of the UK as the main European battlefront, where 

competition between the aforementioned wine producing powers is highly represented.  

2.2.1 Restructuring of the Competitive Market Landscape 

As the 21st century also brought about significant economic changes, international markets faced 

major structural transformation, which embraced the reinterpretation of prevailing market dynamics 

(Salvatore, 2010).  Among the several affected areas, the wine industry did not turn out to be an 

exception either, where globalization resulted in an unprecedented competitive landscape with new 

entrants and more intense rivalry between the incumbents (Steiner, 2004). 

The long-standing hegemony of the European wine producing countries constituting the Old World 

have gradually been challenged by South-American, Australian, US and South-African competition, 

which started to be specifically represented in the UK import market (Lockshin & Albisu, 2006). The 

competition became heavier as wine consumption within the Old World started to decrease in parallel 

with an increased wine production (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). 

Macroeconomic changes went hand-in-hand with a generational turnover that had a significant effect 

on consumer behaviour and emerging trends (Kennett-Hensel et al., 2011). These influencing factors 
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resulted in the current situation on the global wine market, which holds some exciting challenging 

areas to do research on. 

2.2.2 Comparison of the Old World and New World 

Before analyzing the portfolio of various branding strategies, it is important to understand the 

dimensions in which the global wine producing industry can be separated. The comparative analysis of 

the Old World and New World sheds light on substantial structural differences, which are driven by 

distinct historical development and institutional heterogeneity (Roberto, 2003). 

Firstly, highlighting differences within the land structure is of utmost importance as it explains 

correlations between further variables (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). Originally, the Old World is 

characterized by highly fragmented vineyards, which entails relatively low level of production and 

high variable costs (Lockshin & Albisu, 2006). In direct contrast, wine producers from the New World 

enjoy widespread land system, enabling high volume production through which economies of scale 

may be exploited (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). 

Strongly related to the dimension of land structure, regulations also play an essential role within the 

distinction. While the Old World is strict in rules about wine production, the New World follows a 

more liberal pattern (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). The former provides less flexibility to winemakers on 

several factors, in order to ensure quality standards. These may include limitation on production 

volume, or defining the assortment of the plantable varieties in specific regions (Botos, 1991).  

Regional regulations improve the competitive position of the affected winemakers, through raising 

quality levels. As a result, origin protection is a strong asset within the Old World, which serves an 

integral part of a differentiation strategy (Lunardo & Guerinet, 2007). Controversially, the level of 

regulations within the New World are relatively low, allowing more freedom to wine producers that 

helps commercialization, but places quantity over quality, which led to a decreasing reputation of New 

World wines over the past decades (Bartlet & McAra, 2016). 
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2.2.3 UK as the Main European Battlefront 

The following section aims to underpin the relevance of the chosen research topic. Consequently, the 

UK wine market will be presented with a focus on import figures in the context of comparison 

between Old World and New World, representing the European wine market.According to the most 

updated market statistics, the UK is the second biggest wine importer worldwide both in volume and 

value (Statista, 2020).  As for volume, the UK imports 13.5 million hectoliters a year, slightly behind 

Germany and closely followed by the US (Statista, 2020). 

 

2. Figure - Worldwide Leading Wine Importeurs (in Volume) 
Source: Statista, 2020 

 

With regard to value, the yearly UK wine import amounts at 3.8 billion euros, securing a stable second 

position after the US (Statista, 2020). 

 

3. Figure - Worldwide Leading Wine Importeurs (in Value) 

Source: Statista, 2020  
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This commercial data clearly shows the potential of the UK wine market from a wine exporter 

perspective. However, this attractive position within the category of global wine import is the result of 

a few significant factors, such as low level of production paired with sheer volume of consumption 

and great purchasing power (Statista, 2020). 

 In the context of wine import by country of origin, the UK highly represents an increasing 

competition between the Old World and New World (Statista, 2020). Although the ascendancy of the 

European wine producing countries remains significant in terms of import value, the same cannot be 

declared concerning import volume as UK’s trade with New World suppliers became more significant 

since the millennium, placing pressure on Old World suppliers (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). 

As the charts below display, France and Italy dominate the UK import market in value by trading 

wines on a higher price level on average, exploiting the old continent’s reputational advantage 

deriving from its heritage. 

 

 

4. Figure - UK Wine Import by Country of Origin (in Value) 

Source: Statista, 2020  
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In contrast, when considering volume, Australia exports the most to the UK, having taken the lead 

from its European competitors over the past decades, by entering the market with a cost-leadership 

strategy paired with an effective marketing concept, targeting a younger audience (Statista, 2020) 

 

5. Figure - UK Wine Import by Country of Origin (in Volume) 
Source: Statista, 2020 

However, when extending the analysis to price segmentation, a trend in New World premium category 

wines approaching Old World retail price can also be observed due to differentiating marketing 

strategies, such as varietal branding (Statista, 2020). 

2.3 Wine Branding Strategies 

The following part of the academic literature will present the repertoire of global wine branding 

strategies. Although the application of these approaches on a microeconomic level may differ by each 

individual winemaker, this paper takes a holistic view into consideration, putting emphasis on 

peculiarities within the comparison of Old World and New World strategies, which have unique 

impacts on consumer behavior. 

2.3.1 Varietal branding 

The strategy of establishing a brand on the reputation of a highlighted grape type is called varietal 

branding in the academic literature (Murray & Overton, 2011). This concept has increasingly got 

implemented by the New World as an effective marketing communication tool applying the principle 
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of simplicity, which aims to influence consumer perception through exploiting the popularity of a 

unique variety (Ibid.). This projection of individual success to the same brand’s assortment as a 

definition of varietal branding may be correlated with the theory of umbrella branding, finding 

relevance from the marketing literature (Miklós-Thal, 2012). 

According to Murray and Overton (2011), the first country among the New World to differentiate its 

wine in the global market in the form of varietal branding was New-Zealand. 

Historically lacking the heritage of winery and characterized by low level of production aiming to 

balance domestic demand, New-Zealand gradually initiated a value-added export orientation (Ibid.). 

Together with Chile and Argentina, the island nation also realized that instead of following Australia’s 

cost-leadership concept, placing emphasis on higher quality and specialization were more promising 

export strategies (Gwynne, 2006). 

Consequently, New-Zealand started to build a reputation around Sauvignon Blanc, which ‘signature 

variety’ represented a highly distinctive profile due to the unique demography of Marlborough - the 

wine region where it is produced (Murray & Overton, 2011). This differentiating branding strategy 

helped New-Zealand reposition itself on the global wine market and reach the highest average price 

per bottle in the UK over several years (Ibid.). 

Similarly to New-Zealand, other New World incumbents also decided to innovate and substitute their 

previously earned image of low quality bulk wine producing nations (Murray & Overton, 2011). Chile 

voted in favour of highlighting Carménère, an originally French variety, which has been rediscovered 

in the South-American soil (Ibid.). Due to being adopted at a different micro-climate, which means the 

interaction between different vinicultural  components such as the region, vintage, peculiarities of the 

variety, applied winemaking technology, maturity of the grape and harvesting, this traditional 

European variety could have been reinterpreted in a way that it has an added value on an international 

level (Ibid.). 
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Distinctly from Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot, both of which account for the majority of Chilean 

wine export, Carménère is expected to represent the country at the upper-end wine market (Murray & 

Overton, 2011). 

Similarly to its western neighbour, Argentina also developed an original Bordeaux variety to earn 

global reputation at the premium wine category (Murray & Overton, 2011). The chosen signature 

grape proved to be Malbec, which got connected with its homeland of Mendoza within public 

awareness over the years. 

2.3.2 Regional branding 

The origin of regional branding mostly relates to the traditional Old World region, where several 

European wine producing countries gained recognition due to the implementation of this marketing 

communication tool (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). For example, among some of the most reputable ones, 

France is mostly known about Bordeaux, Spain is highly recognized due to Rioja and Italy grew in 

popularity of Tuscany wine regions. This branding strategy is built on the emphasis on the reputation 

and special characteristics of a particular region, through which higher perceived quality is attributed 

to the related wine (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). 

When it comes to the marketing strategic aspects of the Old World viticulture, including regional 

branding, origin protection is of utmost importance to illustrate the difference from the dominating 

perspectives of the New World philosophy. By definition of Botos (1991), the system of origin 

protection stands for the implementation of certain regulatory measures in terms of terroir, variety, 

technology, vintage, or place of origin, - together with the determination of these limited parameters.  

As a result, defined rules provide a guideline for affected winemakers with regard to the mentioned 

aspects, such as the repertoire of producible grape types and volume limitation depending on the 

region where the wine is made (Arfini, Albisu & Giacomini, 2011). Accordingly, it serves as a quality 

assurance, which wineries use consciously to be well positioned on the market and attract customers 

(Lunardo & Guerinet, 2007).  Botos (1991) also highlights the vertical structure of this origin 
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protection system, which integrates all levels of wine economy, realizing additional value in an 

economic sense. 

In Europe’s most recognized wine-producing countries, where winemaking is based on a tradition that 

spans generations, strict rules on origin protection are expected to guarantee high quality standards 

(Bartlett & McAra, 2016). This protective regulation within the wine industry was developed during 

the early 1970s and it became more widespread among the Old World winemaking nations as a 

consequence of the global wine overproduction crisis (Tinlot, 1987). However, further economic 

reasons also played a significant role in contributing to the gradual introduction of the restriction, 

among which the differentiation of the wine industry proved to be the most dominating factor (Botos, 

1991). 

Specific regulations of origin protection vary by country, but the range of producible varieties, usable 

technologies, limitation regarding amount, and the alcohol content of wines are commonly determined 

in general (Lunardo & Guerinet, 2007). However, appellation systems show differences in each 

country, be it the French AOC, the Italian DOC/DOCG, the Spanish DO/DOC), or the Portuguese 

DOC (Arfini, Albisu & Giacomini, 2011). 

Consequently to the expansion of the New World sector, there are two main directions differentiated 

by Botos (1991) with regard to the purpose of origin protection application. While emerging wine-

producing nations from the New World follow the Anglo-Saxon model, in favour of the free market 

mechanism, Old World regulations intend to apply rules of origin to exploit cultural values of the 

European and region, which relies on the paramount respect and emphasis of tradition (Arfini, Albisu 

& Giacomini, 2011). 

These two opposing views emerged due to the contrasting interests of the Old World and New World 

wine sectors. While European producers consider tradition, quality and inherent uniqueness as the 

main sources of value in winemaking, New World sees the potential in technological development, 

lower prices and high yields that constitute a competitive advantage at the same time (Bartlett & 
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McAra, 2016). As a result, strict Old World regulations of origin protection impede European wine-

producers in adapting similarly flexibly to changing consumer needs and emerging trends, and 

therefore, their global competitiveness decreases (Regnerová & Hes, 2016). 

Beyond the interpretation of origin protection on a global level, Botos (1991) also highlights its 

significance at domestic level as a relevant economic institution in the context of European viticulture. 

In support of this argument, the mentioned regulatory system also promotes regional integration, by 

differentiating wine regions domestically. 

The degree of regional integration may vary by the homogeneity within each wine region, resulting in 

a more significant difference in case of high similarity of products within a region and high difference 

between the portfolio of products between regions. Accordingly, Botos (1991) also argues that related 

peculiarities of terroir, technological and economic conditions need to be part of a regional wine 

marketing strategy, due to the differentiating power of origin protection. 

2.3.3 Label-focused branding 

In parallel with the globalizing wine industry, a label-focused branding strategy has fundamentally 

fostered the rise of New World, creating a more intense competition (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). This 

unprecedented marketing concept of distinctively creative label design paired with a low-cost business 

strategy got introduced by Australia as a reflection to dominating Old World wine strategies (Steiner, 

2004). 

Drawing on the theoretical views of Kim and Mauborgne (2005), the success of this new marketing 

strategy lies within its unique attributes that make competition irrelevant through the exploration of 

untapped markets and satisfaction of previously latent demand. The authors call this concept as a blue 

ocean strategy, which is supposed to create a condition that lacks extant rivalry and therefore leads to a 

more extended value-capture (Kim & Mauborgne, 2005). 
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Adopting this academic perspective to the wine industry, the dominance of Old World can be 

interpreted as an inherent precedent of a red ocean environment, which consists of several incumbents 

aiming to outperform their rivals and seize a greater share within the same existing market. As a 

reflection, Australia came up with a concept of value innovation that defies Porter’s (1985) theory 

about generic market strategies, postulating the simultaneous applicability of differentiation and low-

cost production, which makes the common value-cost trade-off consideration irrelevant. 

As opposed to the traditional European marketing approach of placing emphasis on the region of 

origin and basing the business strategy on exploiting reputation, this new branding identifies new 

consumer segments to focus on (Bartlett & McAra, 2016). Australia and other New World incumbents 

recognized the opportunity of targeting Gen Y, whose preferences have not been considered as much 

as older generations of different values related to wines (Kennett-Hensel et al., 2011). 

Label-focused branding builds on generational differences and successfully addresses millennials’ 

exposure to design elements when it comes to purchasing a bottle of wine (Ibid.). As a result, 

traditional Old World labeled goods might be less preferred than the visually attractive ones, 

irrespectively of further product attributes, such as perceived quality or COO (Bartlett & McAra, 

2016). Creative label designs find the connection to younger customers through better communicating 

the wine’s message and provide information on the wine in a more understandable way (Ibid.). This 

approach has mainly become identified with New World wines, however Old World wine producers 

increasingly adopt this branding strategy (Ibid). 

4. Methodology 

The paper is built on two pillars, which on one hand include an academic review on consumer 

behavioral aspects supplemented with an introduction about global wine marketing literature, and 

consist of a primary quantitative research on the other hand in order to fill in an existing research gap 

for what a solely literature-oriented method would not be competent. This chapter aims to provide a 
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frame to the paper through the exposition of substantial philosophical aspects underlying the 

methodology, which conveys credibility to the chosen research design. The applied structure will 

follow an outside-in theoretical approach, drawing on academic development of Saunders, Lewis and 

Thornhill (2016), which addresses an extensive concept through their model of “research onion”. 

Accordingly, the chapter will start with the introduction of applied philosophy, then discusses the 

approach of theory development, elaborates methodological choice and applied strategies, ending with 

the explanation of data collection and analysis after depicting the time horizon (Ibid.). 

4.1 Philosophy of Science 

Being aware of particular philosophical positions that provide the foundations of this paper’s research 

design is of high importance in order to understand the nature of reality throughout the current 

research process (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Jackson, 2015). This is the field in which research 

philosophy may be interpreted as a theoretical guide, referring to an integrity of assumptions and 

beliefs in connection with the development of knowledge (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Based on extant academic literature, each stage of a given research study encompasses these 

presumption, which can potentially relate to human knowledge, realities found during the research 

development and the degree as well as directions of which the research procedure is influenced by 

own personal values (Burrell and Morgan, 1979). 

Consequently, the mentioned epistemological, ontological and axiological premises have a significant 

impact on the individual interpretation of each research question, the applied methods and the 

apprehension of results (Crotty, 1998). Therefore, a valid research philosophy that underlies the 

applied methodology, research strategy and techniques of data collection may be reached by a well-

developed set of presumptions (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Drawing on the categorical structure of the theoretical framework of Saunders et al. (2016), the so-

called “research onion” distinguishes between five different philosophical views, including positivism, 

critical realism, interpretivism, post-modernism and pragmatism. Each of these categories represents 
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an individual research philosophy, which may be differentiated by the presumptions that they entail, 

be it ontology, epistemology and axiology (Ibid.). 

When it comes to elaborating the applied philosophy of science, on which this master’s thesis is built 

on, it is of high importance to address the definition of the previously mentioned three concepts that 

aim to distinguish between the different philosophies. 

According to one of the most recognized academic point of view within the extant scholarly literature, 

ontology is to be most commonly interpreted as “assumptions which concern the very essence of the 

phenomena under investigation” (Burrell & Morgan, 1979, p. 1). By implementing this definition to 

the studied research topic, this paper aims to investigate how different wine purchasing behaviors 

relate to wine branding strategies from a subjective perspective, focusing on the co-existence of 

various factors. 

Distinctively, epistemology is conceptualized as “assumptions about the grounds of knowledge - 

about how one might begin to understand the world and communicate this as knowledge to fellow 

human beings” (Burrell & Morgan, 1979, p. 1). Consequently, when considering the epistemological 

part of this paper, knowledge related to wines needs to be investigated from the perspectives of 

objectivity compared to subjectivity. 

While the previous one is based on tangible and commonly accepted nature of knowledge (eg. 

knowledge of different varieties), the latter is established on individual experiences and insights (eg. 

characteristics and uniqueness of wine regions) that is more difficult to mediate (Burrell & Morgan, 

1979). Therefore, relying on the authors, epistemology defines whether knowledge may be acquired, 

or experienced on an individual level (Ibid.). 

Finally, axiology stands for “the role of values and ethics within the research process” (Saunders et 

al., 2016, p. 128). Relatedly, this philosophical direction may put emphasis on the difference in 

perception of the researcher and the participants, as distinctive personal values might significantly 
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affect the results of a study (Saunders et al., 2016). Relevant philosophical considerations to this 

paper’s research delimitation may be revealed by shedding light on the elements that contribute to the 

intrinsic value of the studied wine branding strategies. Digging deeper to find answers to the previous 

question, the applied primary research method serves as a major asset to the repertoire of significant 

factors, which the targeted consumer segment considers throughout the process of evaluating and 

being affected by various wine marketing strategies. 

After putting the relevant concepts of ontology, epistemology and axiology into perspective, this paper 

briefly elaborates on the previously mentioned five dominating research philosophies, based on which 

the dominating philosophical direction has been chosen. 

Being discussed first, positivism refers to the “philosophical stance of the natural scientist and entails 

working with an observable social reality to produce law-like generalisations” (Saunders et al., 2016, 

p. 135). Interpreting it through the lenses of ontology, Bryman and Bell (2011) considers this social 

reality as an objective, singular continuum. Therefore, this philosophical concept applies a purely 

scientific empiricist methodology, which aims to exclude any individual impacts on the research 

conducted (Saunders et al., 2016). Academic literature argues that applying a positivistic approach 

facilitates shedding light on causal relationships, which are mainly reachable through quantitative 

research, as well as competent to create generalizable knowledge (Ibid.). 

As the second research philosophy, critical realism is referred to as an approach aiming to interpret 

what is seen and experienced through the underlying structures of reality, forming the perceptible 

events (Saunders et al., 2016). According to Fleetwood (2017), critical realism places reality into the 

core focus, backed up with a clearly structured ontological perspective. In contrast to direct realism, 

which conveys that experiences purely reflect reality, critical realism is argued to be more suitable for 

implementation in a business context, as it considers reality being subject to continuous change 

(Saunders et al., 2016). 
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Interpretivism as the third studied theoretical view, draws on the argument that humans differ from 

physical phenomena and criticize the positivistic approach in terms of discovering universal laws, 

which apply to each individual (Saunders et al., 2016). This research philosophy aims to represent a 

broader comprehension of the surrounding social contexts, which can be applied by the exploitation of 

different perspectives that help shed light on individual differences (Ibid.). Interpretivism is considered 

to represent an explicitly subjectivist philosophy, due to placing emphasis on complexity and 

widespread interpretation, having a significant influence on the research process (Ibid.).  

As the fourth studied research philosophy, postmodernism stresses the importance of language and 

relations, in order to argue in favour of alternative directions as a substitute for commonly accepted 

natural way of thinking (Saunders et al., 2016). Similarly to interpretivism, this theoretical view even 

more intensively questions positivism and objectivism, dismissing the realist perception of ontology 

and believing in the dominance of continuous change and fluidity (Ibid.). As a result, the primary 

purpose of a postmodernist philosophy is to challenge the status quo in terms of established mindset 

and reveal unprecedented directions (Kilduff & Mehra, 1997). 

Finally, the fifth delineated philosophical view is pragmatism, which aims to integrate objective reality 

with subjectivity (Saunders et al., 2016). As an important aspect, the identification of a problem 

establishing a research plays an important role within a pragmatist way of thinking, which is mainly 

characterized by a practical mindset (Ibid.). The pragmatist view identifies various ways of 

interpretation, rejecting the dominance of one particular direction (Ibid.). This means choosing a 

method or more methods, which foster credible data collection (Kelemen & Rumens, 2008). 

Taking all five research philosophies into thorough consideration, this paper mainly builds on the 

positivistic approach. One of the dominating reasons behind the choice is that extant theories and 

academic research play an important role in the study, focusing on potential developments in findings 

that lead to new areas to do research on (Saunders et al., 2016). Accordingly, besides exploiting 

relevant literature and academic findings, the created survey aims to shed light on unprecedented 
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fields to focus on within the confines of wine consumer behavior that include a deeper research on 

influencing factors and their relation to wine marketing strategies. 

Drawing on Crotty (1998), the applied research philosophy is also characterized by the objective of 

remaining neutral when conducting the research in order to elude the affection of findings. However, 

irrespectively of the followed philosophical view, limitations may also arise, since each of the optional 

answers was predetermined by the researcher as part of the given research design, which inherently 

comes with some degree of influence (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Therefore, non-influencing way of conceptualizing and the provision of equal choices of answers have 

been devoted attention during the process of setting up the questionnaire. Another aspect that underlies 

positivism as the dominating research philosophy within this paper, is the highly structured design of 

the survey, which fosters replication (Duberley, Johnson, & Cassell , 2012). Moreover, the applied 

methodology also facilitates statistical analysis through quantifiable data inputs (Saunders et al., 

2016). 

However, besides applying the aforementioned positivistic approach, some peculiarities of further 

approaches are also reflected within the research philosophy. First, as a significant characteristic of the 

pragmatist view, the research problem of this paper does not imply a univocal type of method to be 

applied, since both qualitative and quantitative research may provide a viable solution (Saunders et al., 

2016). Besides, reconciliation of subjective and objective values also defines the structure of the 

paper, paired with a practical mindset being represented within the survey design, confirming the 

potential applicability of the pragmatist research philosophy (Ibid.). 

Additionally, when creating different European regional categories within the demographic 

segmentation of the survey, the interpretivist approach has been considered with the purpose of taking 

different cultural backgrounds into account related to wine consumption behavior (Ibid.). Besides, 

categorization of the respondents based on individual experience on wines also represented 

interpretivism. 
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4.2 Research Approach 

After elaborating on the philosophy of science based on which this paper structures its primary 

research, the chosen research approach will also be introduced. According to extant academic 

literature, there are three types of research approach that differ by the distinct argumentations 

embraced within each theoretical view (Saunders et al., 2016). Accordingly, we distinguish between 

inductive, deductive and abductive reasoning (Ibid.). The applied research approach defines 

subsequent research design and delineates a competent methodological approach, which fits the 

comprehensive purpose of the research (Ibid.). Therefore, the aforementioned research approaches will 

be introduced and the chosen one, which is applied in this paper will be argued accordingly. 

As of the first approach, inductive reasoning refers to a direction, which is regularly provided in the 

form of a theoretical structure, and the research sets of by data collection to discover a phenomenon 

(Saunders et al., 2016). This approach started obtaining recognition after the significant progression of 

social sciences besides natural sciences, for which deductive reasoning has been the most adopted one 

(Ibid.). Regarding the logic of the inductive approach, “known premises are used to generate untested 

conclusions” (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 145). 

Accordingly, in an inductive inference, a gap can be perceived between the conclusion and examined 

premises (Ketokivi & Mantere, 2010). To sum up in brief, this theoretical view provides the 

opportunity for alternative explanations and it is often based on qualitative data collection to 

investigate a phenomenon from various perspectives (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Opposedly, deductive reasoning follows a logical way of reasoning, starting with hypotheses, which 

are tested and lead to conclusions depending on the confirmation of premises (Ketokivi & Mantere, 

2010). Accordingly, a research that begins with setting up a theory, is primarily based on academic 

review, and a research approach is constructed in order to test the initial assumptions, a deductive 

rationale is justified (Saunders et al., 2016). A deductive approach is based on data collection, which 

aims to evaluate propositions in terms of an extant concept (Ibid.). Consequently, this approach targets 
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the interpretation of causal links between theories and variables (Ibid.). Inherently, a structured 

methodology is followed with a high level of generalisation (Ibid.). However, an existing critic of 

deductive reasoning is that it follows an inflexible methodology, which does not offer space for any 

alternative arguments irrespectively of the circumstances (Saunders et al., 2016). 

As of the third research approach, abduction refers to the mixture of an inductive and deductive 

reasoning (Saunders et al., 2016). In the context of the previously examined logical procedure, an 

abductive approach involves initial observations, which leads to the creature of a theory, and 

afterwards testing contributes to the modification of the initial conceptual framework having 

integrated advanced insights (Ibid.). 

Taking all three reasoning into account, this paper draws on the deductive approach and the research 

will focus on the relationship between aspects of wine consumer behavior of Gen Y and preference of 

wine marketing strategies, built on a research and its sub-question. 

4.3 Research Design 

After the delineation of the followed philosophical direction and corresponsive research approach, the 

next step is to consider the overall framework of the research study that involves defining the required 

processes for the collection of relevant information through which pre-determined research questions 

will be answered (Malhotra et al., 2017). This essential part of the methodology is called the research 

design, which aims to establish a research project (Adams et al., 2014). As part of the procedure of 

creating the research design, decisions need to be made with regard to the methodological choice of 

conducting a quantitative, qualitative or mixed study, as well as the purpose of the research design 

needs to be considered, choosing between an exploratory, descriptive, or explanatory approach with 

potentially combining these research approaches (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Accordingly, this chapter will introduce the applied research design, sharing details on the research 

purpose, chosen research method, followed research strategy and the time horizon of the study. 
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4.3.1 Target of the Research 

Drawing on the conceptual framework of Saunders et al. (2016), the so called research onion implies 

that the purpose of the research needs to be clarified first. Accordingly, the repertoire of these 

applicable directions consists of three dominant types of research purpose, of which the most relevant 

to be chosen should highly depend on the nature of the predetermined research questions (Ibid.). 

The first category is called exploratory research, which enables thorough understanding of the source 

of a problem and deeply interpreting the underlying reasons behind a marketing phenomenon 

(Malhotra et al., 2017). Inherently, this type of study is competent for the provision of open questions 

to explore relevant latent arguments (Saunders et al., 2016). For this, questions starting with “How” or 

“What” serve best an exploratory research purpose, which facilitates the process of digging into the 

source of a problem (Ibid.). 

This approach may be recommended in case of unstructured and loosely defined information, small 

sample size and research that requires high level of flexibility (Malhotra et al., 2017). Consequently, a 

broad range of methods is adoptable for explorative research, starting from expert and pilot surveys, 

through the analysis of secondary data, conduction of qualitative interviews, observations, or even 

multivariate quantitative studies (Ibid.). 

As the second most dominating study type, descriptive research serves the purpose of describing the 

characteristics of phenomena under investigation (Saunders et al., 2016). In contrast with explorative 

studies, this research approach places more emphasis on delineating what is happening without the 

ambition to reveal the reasons behind the subject (Idib.). Additionally, another distinction between the 

two approaches as Malhotra et al. (2017, p. 73.) argues is that descriptive studies are “characterised 

by the prior formulation of specific research questions and hypotheses”. Inherently, the information 

required for the research is well-specified, which entails a well-structured design (Malhotra et al., 

2017). 
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Moreover, descriptive studies rely on huge sample sizes that are of high representativeness as well 

(Ibid.). Drawing on Saunders et al. (2016), a combination of descriptive and followingly delineated 

explanatory research approaches result in a new category, referred to as descripto-explanatory studies. 

Consequently, the third most significant elaborated type of research purpose is known as explanatory 

research, which is competent for shedding light on correlations between studied variables (Saunders et 

al., 2016). Similarly to explorative research, this category also fits well to questions starting with 

“How” and “Why”, aiming to reveal causal relationships under examination (Ibid.). Inherently, this 

study type mostly entails statistical tests during the data analysis, however, qualitative research may be 

used as a potential means to find relevant answers to the predetermined research questions as well 

(Ibid.).  

Given the studied research questions that trigger the conduction of the primary research of this paper, 

the most competent purpose the research is decided to be a descripto-explanatory approach, combining 

the characteristics of explanatory and descriptive studies (Saunders et al., 2016). On one hand, wine 

purchasing behavior of Gen Y individuals is aimed to be revealed through an online survey, exploiting 

questions that enable the deduction of further conclusions. 

This approach mainly draws on an explanatory study perspective, which describes the perception of a 

consumer behavior that may be utilized both at managerial and academic level. On the other hand, as 

examining correlations between variables also play an important role within the research, explanatory 

characteristics can be recognized at the applied research design as well. 

4.3.2 Research Methodology 

When it comes to deciding on the applied research method, academic literature distinguishes between 

three categories of data collection: qualitative, quantitative and mixed method as a combination of the 

previous two (Saunders et al., 2016). What makes the difference is the nature of data gathered 

throughout the research. 
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Quantitative research refers to a data collection technique, which is based on studying numeric data 

(Saunders et al., 2016). From the perspective of research philosophy, this method is mostly in line with 

the positivistic approach, particularly in case of well-structured data collection (Ibid.). Moreover, 

special cases where qualitative elements may be found, imply the study being associated with 

interpretivist, pragmatist, or realist philosophical direction (Ibid.). 

With regard to the suitability of research approaches, quantitative studies fit together with a deductive 

approach, which puts emphasis on validating data to test premises (Ibid.). As the most dominant 

characteristic, “quantitative research examines relationships between variables, which are measured 

numerically and analysed using a range of statistical and graphical techniques”  (Saunders et al., 

2016, p. 166). Equal interpretation of the questions by each respondent is of utmost importance 

(Saunders et al., 2016). Quantitative studies can be conducted in different ways: single data collection 

referred to as a mono method quantitative study, multiple data collection referred to as multi-method 

quantitative study, among which the latter is preferred nowadays from the perspective of overcoming 

limitations (Ibid.). 

In contrast, qualitative research relies on processing non-numeric data, such as images, words and 

videos (Saunders et al., 2016). Distinctively from quantitative methods, qualitative research is mostly 

in line with interpretivist research philosophy, given the naturalistic attribute of the research subject, 

which needs to be examined through subjective lenses (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Saunders et al., 

2016). However, special cases may also imply association with realist and pragmatist research 

philosophies similarly to quantitative methods (Saunders et al., 2016). 

In terms of interpreting this research method with theory development, qualitative studies fits well 

together mainly with an inductive approach, although a deductive application might also be a 

competent choice in some particular cases (Ibid.). Finally, the main characteristics of this examined 

research method, qualitative research is mainly based on a conceptual framework (Ibid.). Besides, as 

an important differentiator from quantitative studies, qualitative research does not draw on 
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standardized data collection, as it is characterized by a high level of flexibility in terms of the research 

design (Ibid.). Similarly to quantitative methods, both single and multi-method qualitative studies 

might serve well the overall purpose of a research project (Ibid.). 

Finally, the third potential research method is called mixed method, which is increasingly preferred 

within contemporary business research (Saunders et al., 2016). In line with its name, it means the 

mixture of qualitative and quantitative methods, representing mutual complementary (Ibid.). As the 

prevailing research philosophies, realism (particularly critical realism) and pragmatism commonly 

establishes mixed methodology (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010; Saunders et al., 2016). In terms of its 

relation to theory development, Saunders et al. (2016) argues that all inductive, deductive and 

abductive approaches may be competent for this type of research design. 

Regarding the procedure of data collection, academic literature distinguished between single-phase 

and concurrent triangulation research designs (Ibid.). While the former stands for independent usage 

of the two aforementioned data collection methods, the latter refers to gathering both qualitative and 

quantitative data at the same phase of research (Saunders et al., 2016). 

After examining extant theoretical perspectives, it is decided to adopt a mixed research method, which 

mainly represents quantitative attributes. In order to be more specific, the research conditions have 

been interpreted to call for a concurrent triangulation design, blending the attributes of qualitative and 

quantitative research methods at the same time (Saunders et al., 2016). Accordingly, an online survey 

has been created, which include only questions with predetermined choices of which the respondents 

could choose the most appropriate answer(s). 

To strengthen the dominance of quantitative elements of the survey, open questions have been 

excluded (Adams, Khan & Raeside, 2014). Additionally, including scaling tasks which have been 

structured to be measured based on numbers also served the purpose of being able to better present the 

results using statistical illustrations. However, the survey design also reflects qualitative elements, 

since images and words play an important role within the created questionnaire (Saunders et al., 2016). 
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Accordingly, some of these questions impact the respondents’ associative skills, which are 

transformed back into numerical data, representing mixed methodology.  

4.3.3 Research Strategy 

Given the chosen research design, this section introduces the applied research strategy and delineates 

inherent details, after putting this methodological term into context. According to its commonly 

accepted definition research strategy is referred to as the plan that designates how answers will be 

found to the research questions (Saunders et al., 2016). Additionally, Denzin and Lincoln (2011) argue 

that research strategy functions as a methodological tie, which integrates the applied philosophy and 

consecutive research methods for data collection and subsequent analysis (Saunders et al., 2016). 

As suggested in extant academic literature, there is a wide repertoire of applicable research strategies 

from experiment through ethnography until narrative inquiry, which may be competently applied to 

any research approach, irrespectively of some better recommended fits (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Considering the current paper, the chosen research strategy has been an online survey, taking all the 

relevant circumstances into account. 

Drawing on Malhotra et al. (2017), survey as a research method is defined as a “structured 

questionnaire administered to a sample of a target destination, designed to elicit specific information 

from participants” (p. 269). Within surveys, we distinguish different types that are classified into two 

categories: traditional sampling methods and access panel (Malhotra et al., 2017). Subsequently, 

further categorization is applied with more sub-categories, among which an online survey became the 

winning research method. 

Underpinning the previously argued research approach that establishes the current paper, surveys 

mostly fits together with a deductive mindset as well as it is commonly adopted for descriptive and 

exploratory research (Saunders et al., 2016). Inherently, this research method is highly competent for 

examining causal relationships (Saunders et al., 2016). Regarding the list of advantages that the 

aforementioned research method holds, arguments of Malhotra et al. (2017) include the following 
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aspects: easy administration, high level of consistency, relatively simple analysis, coding and 

interpretation of data, and reduced variability within results due to fixed-response questions (p. 270). 

However, some obvious limitations also need to be considered, such as unwillingness of respondents 

to provide credible feedback, lack of motivation to fill-in the survey as a consequence of absent 

external pressure, lack of validity due to fixed-response questions, or bounds regarding the number of 

questions to be involved (Malhotra et al., 2017; Saunders et al., 2016). 

As a particular attribute, online surveys provide a wide range of potential locations for the 

questionnaire to be conducted, such as at workplace, home, or even on the smartphone (Malhotra et 

al., 2017).  Therefore, this aspect has been taken into consideration and settings have been arranged 

during the questionnaire design process to enable and support a mobile-friendly mode, since the 

majority of participants were expected to use their phones for filling-in the survey, given the 

characteristics of the target audience. 

This assumption is also supported by Malhotra et al. (2017), who argue that online surveys have 

increasingly become the prevailing survey method due to emerging trends of adopting technology at 

an accelerating pace. Furthermore, it turned out to be a competent research method due to its inherent 

relatively simple and fast distributability as well as its limited resource requirement (Saunders et al., 

2016). 

4.3.4 Time Scope 

Academic literature differentiates between two categories of research time horizon. One of them is 

referred to as longitudinal, which studies a phenomenon over a given period of time, making it 

possible to draw conclusions based on changes over the time scope of the research (Saunders et al., 

2016). Besides, the second category, which defines the nature of the current research is referred to as a 

cross-sectional study (Saunders et al. 2016). 

In contrast to the former type, a cross-sectional study evaluates a phenomenon at a particular moment, 

ignoring potential modification over time (Saunders et al., 2016). Integrating these two categories to 
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the conducted research, both study types could be considered as a viable method, since the potential 

exploitation of a longitudinal approach would enable the examination of Gen Y wine consumers’ 

behavioral change in terms of perception as well as the influence of emerging trends could be better 

studied. 

4.4 Data Collection 

The next part aims to provide a brief introduction on the sources of data collection, including the usage 

of both primary and secondary data, with a particular focus on the applied questionnaire type. 

4.4.1 Primary Data 

Primary data refers to “data originated by the researcher specifically to address the research 

problem” (Malhotra et al., 2017, p. 92). As its main advantage, this source of data provides a high 

level of data availability, however, with regard to arising drawbacks of collecting primary data, 

relatively higher costs and a longer time scope need to be primarily considered (Adams et al., 2014). 

Depending on the determined research design, the list of applicable research strategies may vary 

within the context of primary data, since qualitative studies require different research techniques than 

quantitative ones (Hox & Boeije, 2005). 

While the former mainly entails primary data collection sources, such as focus-group interviews and 

semi-structured or in-depth personal interviews, the latter fits together with surveys and interviews of 

a high structured design (Saunders et al., 2016). Taking the research questions of this paper into 

account, which imply the adoption of a descripto-explanatory research approach, a decision has been 

made to choose online survey, as a competent quantitative method to collect primary data. This is 

elaborated in more detail in the following sections. 

4.4.2 Secondary Data 

As a potentially integral part of any research, secondary data is defined as “data previously collected 

for some purpose other than the problem at hand” (Malhotra et al., 2016, p. 93). Mostly being 

considered as an additional source of information, secondary data facilitates coming up with an 
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answer, which either partly or completely solves a research question (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Secondary data might be both qualitative and quantitative in nature as well as it fits together with 

descriptive and explanatory research approaches, too (Saunders et al., 2016). Additionally, we can 

categorize it as raw, compiled, or big data (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Based on extant academic literature, a further classification is provided including the different types of 

secondary data - accordingly, we distinguish between documents, surveys and multiple sources 

(Saunders et al., 2016). Secondary data has many advantages that makes it a favourable source of 

information, such as its effective accessibility and relatively cheap appropriability (Malhotra et al., 

2017). On the other hand, some disadvantages may also rise, including the aspects of relevance and 

accuracy (Adams et al., 2014).  

Being currently considered as a highly usable source, which complements primary data and 

contributes to the research findings of this paper, secondary data has been collected prior to 

conducting the primary research. In order to ensure credibility of the applied secondary data, the main 

sources have been scholarly peer reviewed journals and articles, which have been primarily looked up 

at platforms, such as Business Source Complete, Elsevier, and  Deepdyve, all of which are recognized 

sources competent for academic research. Secondary data has been mainly searched on international 

wine consumer behavior and research on Gen Y characteristics, particularly of wine purchasing 

attitudes. 

Accordingly, results have been presented within the relevant academic literature part, and potential 

frameworks have been used for following primary research. Additionally, after the provision of 

academic literature review, the chapter of market analysis is also significantly established on relevant 

secondary data. Data on UK wine market figures has been collected from Statista, in order to represent 

the European battlefront of Old World and New World competition.  
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4.4.3 Questionnaire Design 

Depending on the research questions and study objectives, different questionnaires may serve the 

research with distinct efficiency (Saunders et al., 2016). Embracing these various types, academic 

literature distinguishes two categories: self-administered surveys that is filled-out by the respondents 

individually and get back to the researcher through different channels, and interviewer-administered 

surveys in which the researched plays an important role in terms of filling in the questionnaire based 

on the respondents’ answers (Ibid.). Naturally, the chosen survey type is highly reliant on several 

aspects, such as the reachability of potential respondents, sample size, individual characteristics of 

participants, sensitivity of questions, or the peculiar characteristics of the target participants under 

investigation (Adams et al., 2014; Saunders et al., 2016). In case of taking most of these factors into 

account before choosing the best-suited type of questionnaire, reliability and efficiency levels of the 

study might be improved (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Accordingly, after thorough consideration of which survey type would fit best the research questions, 

a decision has been made to adopt an internet-mediated online questionnaire, which belongs to the first 

category of self-administered surveys. As of distribution, the survey has been shared online using an 

anonymous link, and the target participants have been contacted individually. Additionally, these 

respondents have been asked to re-distribute the survey to friends of similar attitudes, in order to 

increase the survey sample, but still ensure relevance. 

The target audience of the survey has been individuals who have access to the internet either through 

computer or mobile phone. Therefore, attention has been paid during the design process to make the 

questionnaire mobile-friendly. Inherently, the expected level of biased responses was low compared to 

other types of questionnaire, since the participants do not get into contact directly with the researcher, 

which supposedly makes internet-mediated questionnaires more valid (Saunders et al., 2016). 

In spite of a lower level of expected response rate of online surveys in comparison with other methods, 

online surveys have higher probability of reaching a greater sample size as it is easier to spread 
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(Adams et al., 2014; Saunders et al., 2016). Throughout the creation of the questionnaire, a structured 

and minimalist design has been considered, since potential respondents’ motivation to partic ipate in 

the study was also of utmost importance. 

Therefore, the number of questions has also been reduced to the minimally required in order to not 

take much time to fill in the survey. Inherently, brief questions also served the aforementioned 

purpose. Last but not least, the limited availability of financial resources and time scope also underlie 

the choice of questionnaire type, since creating the survey on Qualtrics and doing an analysis did not 

call for any financial expenditure. 

4.5 Online Questionnaire 

After having provided an argumentation in favor of choosing an online web-based survey as the 

research method of this paper, the following part aims to briefly introduce the designing process of the 

questionnaire, describe the structure of the survey and cover the details related to the sample size. 

4.5.1 Survey Creation 

Before the publication of the online survey, initial structural aspects needed to be taken into 

consideration, in order to improve the expected efficiency indices of the research. Therefore, the paper 

sheds light on details, to which special attention has been paid during the questionnaire designing 

process, so that the reader gains insight on how the survey has been built. 

Right from the beginning of the designing process, it was of utmost importance to make sure that 

potential respondents find the survey attractive to participate in the study, and at the same time be 

motivated enough to provide answers of completeness, accuracy and honesty (Adams et al., 2014; 

Malhotra et al., 2017). For this reason, an initial part that also included the consent form of the survey 

has been added to specify the expectations as well as limitations on the repertoire of possible 

respondents, as the study only focused on Gen Y wine consumers who lie within the age category of 

25-40 years old. Besides, a brief introduction on the topic of wine purchasing behavior and marketing 

strategy also served the role of supporting potential participants to fill-in the survey. 
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Another important decision was to create a survey that includes the same questions for all participants, 

inherently facilitating the process of receiving consistent data. A relevant argument underpinning the 

efficiency of this method comes from Malhotra et al. (2017), who claim that commonly interpretable 

standardized questions fit surveys the most in terms of overall consistency. Therefore, all 101 

participants were analyzed based on the same questions, resulting in space for data comparison and 

better validity (Malhotra et al., 2017). 

Drawing on Malhotra (2015), this paper elaborates on further aspects that have been taken into 

consideration during the questionnaire design process to optimize overall survey structure. As of the 

first point to be regarded, the researcher specified the range of information required, which included 

digging into the source of the research problem, reviewing the research questions and contemplating 

the factors that affected the research design (Ibid.). Besides, attention has been paid to the 

characteristics of the target audience as well, which has been represented within the style of 

questionnaire and wording (Adams et al., 2014). 

Afterwards, online questionnaire is specified as the chosen type of interviewing mode, which resulted 

in providing straightforward questions and apparent guidelines that served the guidance of respondents 

(Ibid.). However, irrespectively from common academic application that this method may require, the 

content of description is reduced to minimal in order to keep the level of potential influence as low as 

possible. 

The following step was to form the content of individual questions, which is important from the 

perspective of consistency (Ibid.). Within this selection, the researcher considered the repertoire of 

necessary questions and decided which topics may be revealed from a single or multiple perspectives 

(Ibid.). Accordingly, attention was paid to avoid double-barrelled questions and remain 

straightforward throughout the survey (Ibid.). As the target participants have been expected to be 

familiar with the research topic of wines, the researcher decided to provide a brief introduction on the 

purpose of the current study. However, in order to successfully address the potential respondents’ 
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unwillingness or incompetence to take part in the study, the survey did not include questions related to 

sensitive information, ensured the participants about legitimacy, and sometimes response categories 

were provided instead of asking specific data (eg.: age) (Ibid.). 

Regarding the structure of survey questions, the researcher decided to apply only structured questions, 

where response alternatives have been pre-determined and the participant solely needed to choose an 

individual or multiple answers without the need of free-responding (Ibid.). Accordingly, the survey 

contained multiple-choice questions and scales of which mainly the 7-point Likert scale has been used 

(Ibid). When it came to choosing question wording, emphasis has been placed on using understandable 

grammar, steering clear of ambiguous words and biasing questions, using positive statements, and also 

providing additional information in brackets for technical words in order to foster clear interpretation 

for each respondent (Ibid). As of equal essence to the applied wording style, arranging the order of 

questions has been also considered throughout the questionnaire design process (Ibid.).  

The survey structure reflected an academically recommended flow of questions, starting with some 

opening questions, which aim to support the participants in gaining confidence and cooperation 

(Adams et al., 2014). Followingly, questions grew in complexity as the respondents have been asked 

to scale and prioritize on various aspects. In line with Malhotra (2015), the structure of questions 

followed a logical order, which also incorporated independent branches of topics. In terms of 

eliminating problems that the questionnaire may include, pilot-testing has been done before publishing 

the survey publicly (Ibid). Consequently, individual test-participants delivered various trials to spot 

potential errors or misleading information, which has been corrected accordingly. 

4.5.2 Questionnaire Description 

The following part of the research methodology will discuss the survey structure, embracing the 

different blocks that have been created for consistency reasons. The questionnaire has been designed 

in Qualtrics, which is an academically recognized professional survey-creating app, also endorsed by 

Copenhagen Business School. 
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With regard to structural aspects, the survey consists of four bigger blocks. As having previously 

mentioned within the questionnaire design process, the participants have been informed about the 

purpose of the study, as well as gained information about the research topic and inherent conditions, 

which they have been asked to accept before starting to fill-in the survey. 

After providing consent to participating in the study, respondents have been asked three questions as 

part of the first block about demographic data, including their age category, gender and country of 

residence. In order to ensure the validity of the research, studying the target audience of Gen Y who 

cover people between the age of 25-40, both the introductory part included the condition related to age 

as of participation, and the first demographic question also served the purpose of representativeness 

reasons. Therefore, three age categories were given to choose from: a younger segment of respondents 

between 25 and 30, the middle segment of 31 to 35, and an older segment of the studied generation 

between 36 and 40. 

As regards country of residence, four choice categories were created to extend the study to considering 

regional differences within consumer behavior, which also played an important role within the 

research. These geographical regions under investigation included Northern-Europe, Western-Europe, 

Central-Europe and Southern-Europe. 

The second block consisted of five questions through which the participants’ wine purchasing 

behavior was expected to come to surface. As of the first question, participants were asked to reveal 

their wine purchase frequency, which aspect was expected to be studied of its interrelation with later 

wine choice preference. The second question related to individual purposes of wine purchase, 

providing choices as of own home consumption, sharing with friends and family, and gifting. The 

third question studied the preferred distribution channels of wine purchase, providing categories such 

as supermarket, wine specialty store, restaurant, winery and online. The fourth question showed high 

correlation with the fourth as it also investigated purchase frequency at the previously mentioned 
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distribution channels within a 4-point Likert-scale. Finally, the participants were asked to rate their 

preference on choosing wines that they already tried on a 5-point Likert-scale. 

As of the third block, the survey has been designed to explore influencing factors on wine purchase 

behavior, which consisted of five questions that required more complex feedback from the 

participants, containing tasks of scaling and prioritizing. Before shedding light on the factors under 

investigation, respondents were required to indicate their perceived level of knowledge on wines, 

measured on a 5-point Likert-scale, which has been studied as an independent variable within further 

correlations with wine choice preference. Afterwards, participants have been asked to rank the factors 

in order of preference based on which a bottle of wine is chosen, given the factors that have been 

predetermined by the researcher. These included country-of-origin (COO), variety, price, label design, 

reputation of the winemaker, brand and wine region. 

In order to support data for this question and therefore make the results more established, the survey 

called for feedback on a 5-point Likert-scale with regard to the perceived effect of the aforementioned 

factors on wine purchase. This block also aimed to explore aspects related to price, thus an individual 

question has been created to examine price sensitivity and perception of price as a quality indicator. 

Last but not least, participants were asked to indicate how frequently they purchase wines from the 

Old World and New World regions, for which countries have been distributed as examples to serve 

clarification reasons. 

Last but not least, the fourth block focused on wine consumer perceptions, which has been examined 

on three depicted bottles of wine that aimed to reflect the difference in global wine marketing 

strategies. Accordingly, the first bottle was a French red wine from Bordeaux, representing traditional 

Old World viticulture values. The second bottle depicted an Australian Shiraz red wine, which is a 

great example of a typical New World wine of low-cost strategy. Lastly, the third wine was an 

Argentinian Malbec red wine from Mendoza, which represented an innovative New World wine 

marketing strategy of premium image being characterized by attractive label design that differs from 
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traditional Old World ones. The participants have been asked to express their perception on each wine 

in terms of quality, price, attractiveness of label design, reputation of country-of-origin (COO), and 

recognition of the wine region or variety. 

For this, a 10-point scale has been provided, where 1 has been interpreted as the lowest degree, while 

10 stood for the highest degree. Additionally, the survey also studied the respondents’ willingness to 

pay (WTP), having been required to choose a price category, which they would spend on purchasing 

the given bottle of wine. 

4.5.3 Sampling 

When it comes to deciding on the sample size of a survey, several factors need to be taken into 

account (Adams et al., 2014). According to Malhotra et al. (2017), these considerations should involve 

the research budget, time available, population size, variance in the characteristics, cost of sampling 

errors, cost of non-sampling errors, nature of measurement and attention to individual cases. Krejcie 

and Morgan (1970) argue that in case of large populations, there are different methods, which help 

define a competent sample size. Two of the most relevant ones rely on the imitation of sample size 

used for similar studies, and the application of formulas (Krejcie & Morgan, 1970). 

Given that this paper is written as an academic master’s thesis, low-level of financial resources and a 

limited time-horizon demarcate the scope of sample size. Additionally, as the studied target audience 

encompasses all European wine consumers of Gen Y, a highly representative sample size would have 

required a significantly higher package in terms of both budget and availability of time. Therefore, 

bearing in mind Malhotra et al. (2017) arguing that an excessive sample size wastes resources, while 

an insufficiently small one may curtail the value of findings, an expectedly competent sample size of 

100 respondents have been determined initially. 

With regard to the technique of data collection, snowball sampling has been applied within the current 

research (Malhotra et al., 2017). Accordingly, an initial group of potential respondents have been 

singled out by the researcher, who were expected to lie within the core target of the study (Ibid.). 
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These included individuals between the age of 25 and 40, who were known about being experienced 

within the field of wines as well as having an extensive network of people with similar interest.  

Besides, potential participants, who were less knowledgeable on wines, but still purchase wine on a 

regular basis, have also been contacted by the researcher, and they have been asked to share the survey 

among friends and acquaintances, being characterized by congruent consumer behavior patterns. The 

latter group of pre-selected participants was represented in the researcher’s university student network. 

Similarly to the convenience sampling technique that entails more serious limitations, the applied 

snowball method turned out to be optimal adapting to budget constraints and considering the aspect of 

time-consumption (Malhotra et al., 2017). 

During the research, a total of 146 responses have been collected, out of which 24 have not been 

completed and 1 individual did not intend to participate in the study. Considering these details, the 

final research sample size equals 121 responses, which has been found in line with the initially set 

expectation. 

4.6 Analyzing Data 

In order to interpret research findings properly, data needs to be interpreted through being transformed 

into usable information after the data collection process (Saunders et al., 2016). For this purpose, 

different quantitative analysis methods provide a viable solution to study links and trends within the 

gathered data, including statistics, tables and graphs (Ibid.). Accordingly, this research project mainly 

uses graphs and charts for visualization, and exploits Microsoft Excel and Qualtrics to analyze data 

(Ibid.). Besides, quantitative studies that require calculating correlations between particular variables 

may call for more advanced softwares to enable competent data analysis, such as SPSS Statistics 

(Saunders et al., 2016). 

Since the current primary research is designed to process different types of data, the following 

classification aims to clarify how various techniques are utilized for data analysis. Academic literature 

differentiates between two main categories of data: numerical and categorical. By its name, the former 
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stands for data competent of being measured in a numerical way, while the latter refers to data, whose 

values are not adequate for numerical assessment, but they can be divided into different categories 

depending on their attributes (Brown & Saunders, 2008). These categorical data are further classified 

as descriptive and ranked data (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Regarding the data collection of the current research, all of the aforementioned categories have been 

represented. As of the first block of the survey examining demographic aspects, categorical data has 

been analyzed. While the question on the participants’ gender utilized dichotomous data, other 

questions were based on simple nominal data (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Afterwards, the second block on wine purchasing behavior consisted of partly descriptive data 

measuring the frequency of occurrence of given aspects, and partly included analysis of ordinal data, 

for which respondents were asked to rate how often they purchased wine in particular distribution 

channels, as well as they were expected to agree with a statement on a 5-point Likert-scale (Saunders 

et al., 2016). 

The third block on influencing factors of wine purchase was based on clearly ranked data, including 

mainly statements to indicate the level of agreement on, and a ranking task to put particular factors in 

order of preference. Finally, in the last block on consumer preferences, numerical data collection has 

been also represented in the form of a task, where participants were asked to indicate their perception 

on different aspects on a scale, where a numerical value has been distributed to each evaluation 

(Saunders et al., 2016). 

4.7 Quality Assurance 

When it comes to undertaking quantitative research, it is of high importance to ensure high standards 

in terms of data quality, which underpins the credibility of findings (Adams et al., 2014). Drawing on 

extant academic literature, there are two terms that can be brought into correlation with the 

aforementioned concept. First, data reliability is defined as the extent to which the applied research 

method provides results of consistency and stability (Saunders et al., 2016). 
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Consequently, in case of further studies using similar research techniques, including data collection 

and analysis, congruent findings would imply reliable data (Saunders et al., 2016). Besides, the second 

related term is data validity, which refers to how generalizable the results of a research might be 

(Saunders et al., 2016), showing the accuracy of data (Adams et al., 2014). 

After a brief delineation of the theoretical approach, the paper elaborates how the above mentioned 

two indices of data quality have been integrated into the research design process. Most importantly, to 

ensure high level of data reliability, the survey has been created in a way, in which the probability of 

ambiguity as well as sources of potential biases have been reduced to the minimum (Saunders et al., 

2016). Accordingly, pilot-testing has been decided to be the means to this objective, through which 

initial errors have been identified prior to publishing the survey in public. 

Additionally, from the perspective of data validity, questions have been created by taking the original 

research purpose into account, which resulted in high consistency between the research questions and 

the survey objectives (Saunders et al., 2016). As a result, both data reliability and validity have been 

considered during the research design process, contributing to a high level of data quality (Malhotra et 

al., 2017). 

4.8 Ethical Aspects 

Within the bounds of research, Saunders et al. (2016) refers to ethics as the principles of behavior, 

which provide guidance concerning the rights of the individuals who are either participants, or 

affected by the study. Paying attention to ethical aspects should inherently constitute a fundamental 

part of conducting both qualitative and occasional quantitative research when it comes to respecting 

the anonymity of respondents (Malhotra, 2015; Adams et al., 2014). This principle is clearly 

represented by the philosophical view of deontology, which highlights the importance of adherence to 

prevailing rules that are supposed to shepherd researchers (Berry & Linoff, 2004). 

However, academic literature also encompasses a contrasting philosophical position in the frame of 

teleological perspective, representing the justification of an act evaluated by its consequences instead 
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of predefined principles (Thomas, 1996). As a potential means to address the ambiguity that is the 

inevitable result of different theoretical views and social norms, developing the codes of ethics aim to 

show guidance in conducting research through a record of principles (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Since one of the applied research methods in this paper was a web-based online survey, such ethical 

considerations  were essential to maintain, due to several internet-mediated research conditions that 

may serve as the hotbed of  ethical abuses (Saunders et al., 2016).Precautions have been made in order 

to ensure that the identity of respondents may not be revealed, as the survey took place via Qualtrics, 

an official online survey program endorsed by Copenhagen Business School for academic research. 

Accordingly, participants have been informed that the survey would exclusively serve the results of 

this study and their data would be only visible to the author of the research. 

Besides providing information on confidentiality, the pre-survey part also put emphasis on the 

principle of voluntary participation together with the opportunity to withdraw anytime (Adams et al., 

2014). The author also clarified that questions of high ambiguity, or sensitivity did not form part of the 

survey, and declared further ethical aspects including any inherent risk. Furthermore, expectation on 

time needed for filling in the questionnaire was presented (Malhotra, 2015). After all this above 

information has been shared, the participants were asked to accept a consent form, which is argued to 

be an important part of an online survey, including the agreed terms (Saunders et al., 2016). 

4.9 Methodological Summary 

Before shedding light on the findings of the conducted mixed method study, including a research of 

both quantitative and qualitative elements, a brief summary is provided on the applied methodology 

underlying the research philosophy of this paper. As the main starting point, the created research 

questions require a descripto-explanatory study in order to find competent answers that help fill the 

research gap (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Accordingly, secondary data is gathered and presented within the academic literature review of the 

paper, establishing the conceptual framework to which the research questions relate. Followingly, 
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primary data is also collected in the frame of a web-based online survey, which aims to focus on 

correlations between premises and conclusions, drawing on a deductive research approach (Saunders 

et al., 2016). 

As an overall research philosophy, a mixture of positivism and pragmatism is reflected in the study 

through a well-structured survey design and the ambition to reconcile objective and subjective values 

(Saunders et al., 2016). 

After the analysis of primary data, results get integrated to the conceptual framework, partly building 

on the research approach of abduction. Due to the aforementioned research attitude of high level of 

structure, the chosen method better represents quantitative research attributes, which at the same time 

is well-suited to scrutinize problems that are explanatory and descriptive in nature. Data is analyzed in 

Qualtrics and Microsoft Excel, through which high standards of data quality is assured.  
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5. Results 

The following chapter will elaborate on research findings, which will be the basis for conducting 

further conclusions. First, demographic data will be analyzed including statistics on age, gender and 

residence of the participants. Afterwards, the second section aims to reveal the results of the survey in 

terms of wine purchasing behavior that has been examined based on five questions. Followingly, 

results on influencing factors of wine purchase will be disclosed, and findings on the aspect of 

consumer perception in the comparison of different wine marketing strategies will be revealed. 

5.1 Demographics 

Regarding the age distribution of the sample, the majority of participants are between 25 and 30 years 

old, accounting for approximately 81% of all respondents. Besides, individuals of 31 to 35 represent 

13% of the sample while the older segment of Gen Y, aged between 36 and 40 provide 10% of the 

total responses. This statistics is expected to shed more light on peculiarities of the studied target 

audience’s wine consumer behavior, since the younger segment being in the focus of the research may 

better reveal distinctions from older generations, while it still differentiates attributes from Gen Z. 

 

6. Figure - Distribution of Age 
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Moving on to the aspect of gender, the sample is equally distributed between female and male 

respondents, the former accounting for 52%, while the latter being represented as 48% of participants. 

 

7. Figure - Distribution of Gender 

Concerning the country of residence, most of the participants come from Central Europe (44.6%), the 

second most represented region is Western Europe (24%), while Southern Europe (16.5%) and 

Northern Europe (14.9%) are equally represented in the sample. 

 

8. Figure - Distribution of Origin 
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5.2 Wine Purchasing Behavior 

According to the survey results, when it comes to purchasing a bottle of wine, the majority of 

respondents brace him/herself to spend money on wine either once a month (34.45%), or once a week 

(33.6%). While inclination to purchase wine less than a month accounts for 21.85% among the survey 

participants, only 10.1% spend money on wines on a regular basis of 2-3 times a week. 

 

9. Figure - Wine Purchase Frequency 

Regarding the most common purpose of wine purchase, the most significant reason within the sample 

turns out to be sharing the wine with friends and family, which has been mentioned, more than half of 

the responses. Besides, around 29% of the participants buy wine to consume individually at home, and 

approximately 18% regard wine purchase as an occasion for gifting. From this statistics, the 

dominance of a generational attitude to share is clearly reflected. 

 

10. Figure - Purpose of Wine Purchase 
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As of distribution, the most popular channel to purchase a bottle of wine is supermarkets, being 

indicated by 55.83% of the respondents. This is followed by wine specialty stores, which is found to 

be the second most significant channel where 23.93% of the participants look for wine. Restaurants, 

wineries and online platforms are not considered as common channels for wine purchase. However, 

when considering each channel in more detail, the results of the survey show the following. While 

purchasing wine in supermarkets still remains popular, specialty stores lag behind restaurants in terms 

of frequency. Additionally, utilizing online channels turns out to be the least popular one, with almost 

87% of the respondents never taking advantage of e-commerce for buying wine. 

 

11. Figure - Preferred Channels of Wine Purchase 

However, when considering the aspect of knowledge on wines as an independent variable, results 

show a difference related to the popularity of the given distribution channels. Compared to the 

aforementioned 23.93% of respondents who prefer purchasing wine in specialty stores on an aggregate 

level, 12 out of 18 individuals who consider themselves either an expert or being very knowledgeable 

on wines purchase regularly in wine specialty stores, accounting for 66.6% of the relevant group of 

participants. 

Besides, when considering supermarkets as a preferred distribution channel, the studied segment’ 

consumer behavior shows a low level of variance from the average value with its 55.5%, as 10 out of 

the 18 respondents indicate of looking for wines primarily in supermarkets. 
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On the other hand, only 26.7% of the individuals who consider their knowledge on wines average or 

lower purchase wine in wine specialty stores, as opposed with their preference on purchasing wine in 

supermarkets with a rate of 80.1%. As a summary, emphasis is put on the fact that respondents of 

higher expected knowledge on wines differ from the average in terms of the preference of distribution 

channels, in favor of wine specialty stores instead of supermarkets. 

 

12. Figure - Preferred Channels of Wine Purchase Depending on Experience on Wines 

As an important aspect that will be further taken into consideration within the research, inclination to 

experiment with wines was also studied. Accordingly, the majority of respondents prefer choosing 

wines, which they already tried before. The question was measured on a 5-point Likert-scale, on which 

72.5% agreed, 12.5% were neutral and only 15% disagreed with the statement. 

 

13. Figure - Attitude of Experimenting 
Please indicate how much you agree: „I prefer choosing wines, which I already tried before.” 
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Finally, as another significant factor that establishes the research through being examined in 

correlations, individually perceived knowledge on wines has also been tested. Therefore, results reveal 

that respondents mainly know little on wines (34.45%), or perceive their experience as average 

(33.61%). Besides, only 13.45% have allegedly significant knowledge on wines, with an additional 2 

participants self-described as wine experts. In contrast, only 16.81% of the sample think they know 

hardly anything about wines. 

 

14. Figure - Experience/Knowledge on Wines 

 

5.3 Influencing Factors on Wine Purchase 

When asking the survey participants to rank the predetermined factors in order of preference that 

influence their decision when choosing a bottle of wine, the most considered one turns out to be the 

variety (30.12% of all cases), closely followed by the COO (27.71% of all cases). Among others, in 

15.66% of the total responses, price is also accounted as the most important influencing factor. 

However, price is more considered as the second and third most relevant aspect when making a 

decision on which bottle of wine to purchase. On aggregate, label design lags behind in the middle as 

well as being hardly considered within the sample. Reputation of the winemaker and brand are 

revealed to be characterized of low importance in general, while the role of wine region as an 

influencing factor remains significantly volatile based on the common findings of the research. 
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15. Figure - Preference Order of Aspects When Choosing a Bottle of Wine 

Relatedly, when examining respondents’ ranking preference fixing knowledge on wines as an 

independent variable, the following discoveries have been made. Regarding COO as the first factor in 

focus, research reveals a slight variance, which means that both of the analyzed segments are 

characterized by similar consumer behavior attitudes. 

However, respondents show a difference in terms of considering variety as an influencing factor 

depending on the aforementioned variable. While more knowledgeable individuals regard variety 

more influential when it comes to deciding on wine purchase and rank it as the second most important 

factor on average, fellows of less experience rather consider variety as the third most relevant aspect.  

Price as an extrinsic cue results a relatively higher variance, as more experienced respondents place 

less emphasis on price within their decision process ranking it as the fifth most important factor on 

average, in contrast to less knowledgeable participants who attribute higher significance to it and rank 

price as the third most important factor to be taken into account. 

In terms of the reputation of the winemaker and wine region, no remarkable difference is spotted, 

similarly to the aspect of brand, which both research segments consider equally, ranking as the fifth 

most significant factor on average. 
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16. Figure - Preference Order of Aspects Based on Wine Experience 

Perceived level of individual influence of each factor was also assessed on a 5-point Likert-scale in the 

survey, showing the following results. In line with the aforementioned revelation, variety and price are 

relatively significantly considered among the investigated factors when purchasing a bottle of wine. 

Surprisingly, feedback on this question reveals that participants mostly take wine region into account 

as well besides COO, which shows some different results from the previous ones. Label design is 

more considered than not, while reputation of the winemaker and brand remains relatively less 

regarded within the decision-making process. 

 

17. Figure - Influence of Aspects on Purchase Decision 

As for the investigation of price effects, results show that most of the respondents consider themselves 

slightly price sensitive related to wine purchase. While approximately 70.6% are characterized as 

sensitive, only 13.5% indicate the opposite, beyond 16% of neutral. In terms of considering price as a 

quality indicator within wines, results show correspondence with the feedback on price sensitivity.  
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Additionally, considering price sensitivity depending on individual experience on wines, findings are 

the following. Among less experienced individuals, 27.7% perceive themselves strongly price 

sensitive, 47.5% somewhat price sensitive, 15.8% cannot decide, 7% rather not price sensitive and 

only 2% think that they are not price sensitive at all. Answers to the same questions show the 

following results with regard to more experienced respondents: 5.5% strongly agree with the statement 

of being highly price sensitive, 38.8% somewhat agree, 16.7% remain neutral, 22.3 somewhat 

disagrees, and 16.7% of the participants strongly disagree. As a revealed distinction between the two 

segments, individuals of the survey sample who have more knowledge on wines are characterized by a 

lower level of price sensitivity. 

From the perspective of respondents’ inclination to assume correlation between price and perceived 

quality, the majority of participants (66%) deduct quality attributes from price. When considering 

experience on wines as an independent variable, findings are as follows. Taking more experienced 

individuals into account, approximately 17.8% strongly agree, 50.5% somewhat agree, 12.9% remain 

neutral, 11.9% somewhat disagree and 6.9% strongly disagree with the statement of having the above 

described consumer behavior. Considering the segment of individuals who are less experienced with 

wines, 17.8% strongly agree, 50.5% somewhat agree, 12.9% remain neutral, 11.9% somewhat 

disagree and 6.9% strongly disagree with the same statement. As an analysis of the aforementioned 

results, no significant difference is discovered between the two studied segments in terms of their 

inclination to relate price with product quality. 

The last question of this block aimed to shed light on the participants’ purchase frequency of both O ld 

World and New World wines. Based on the results, the majority of respondents prefer buying wines 

from Old World countries, such as France, Spain, Italy and Germany. As for Old World wines, more 

than 71% of the respondents indicate that they buy wines frequently from the aforementioned 

countries. In contrast, approximately 58% of the participants rarely buy wines from New World 

countries. 
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5.4 Perception of Wines in Comparison of Old World & New World 

With regard to the first picture that depicts a French wine from Bordeaux, respondents have the 

following perceptions of the product. All investigated aspects have been measured on a scale of 10, as 

previously elaborated at the 4.6.2 Survey Description section. As of the first examined factor, average 

perceived quality of the wine turns out to be rated as 7.35 with a low level of variance of 1.83. 

Perceived price is similarly rated as 6.94 with a relatively higher level of variance of 2.71. 

When being asked about the attractiveness of the label design, respondents’ average evaluation equals 

6.18 with a significantly high level of variance of 4.45. Accordingly, results on label attractiveness of 

the depicted French wine reflect divergent individual opinions. The reputation of France, as the 

country-of-origin (COO) of the wine is considered to be high with an evaluation of 8.52 and variance 

of 2.80. Finally, the perceived recognition of Bordeaux, as the wine region is also evaluated as 

significantly high of an average rate of 8.72 with a variance level of 2.37. 

In terms of the respondents’ willingness-to-pay (WTP), the majority would be inclined to spend 

between 11-15 euros for the depicted wine, based on the given attributes. 

 

 

18. Figure – WTP for the French Wine (in euros) 
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As for the second picture that depicts an Australian Shiraz wine, findings are the following. Regarding 

perceived quality, average evaluation equals at 5.55 with a significant variance of 3.81. Perceived 

price of the depicted bottle of wine is rated as 5.28 with a variance level of 4.12. Attractiveness of the 

label design reaches 5.79 with a recognizable variance of 7.64, which clearly reflects that respondents 

significantly vary in opinions. 

Reputation of Australia as the country-of-origin (COO) with regard to the depicted wine is rated as 

5.41 with a variance of 6.01. Finally, perceived coolness of the variety (Shiraz) has also been 

investigated, which is evaluated at 5.62 with a similarly high variance of 6.05. 

With regard to willingness-to-pay (WTP), the majority of respondents would consider paying between 

6-10 euros for the depicted Australian wine, which is lower than the price range that the previous 

French wine would be worth according to the survey. 

 

 

19. Figure - WTP for the Australian Wine (in euros) 

 

Finally, results are revealed followingly on the third picture, showing an Argentinian Malbec from 

Mendoza, which aims to represent an innovative New World wine marketing approach. First, 

perceived quality reaches 6.97 with a variance level of 2.25. Relatedly, perceived price is rated as 6.61 

with a variance of 2.47. Attractiveness of the label design is evaluated at 6.51, with a variance of 3.59. 
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The reputation of Argentina, as a wine producing country is rated as 6.26 with a variance of 3.87. 

Similarly to the French wine, region as an aspect has also been examined, showing the respondents’ 

evaluation of 5.85 with a variance of 4.30. Lastly, perceived coolness of the variety (=Malbec) was 

also assessed with a rate of 5.82 and a variance level of 4.28. 

Concerning the participants’ willingness-to-pay (WTP) of the depicted bottle of wine, a significantly 

considered price of 11-15 euros turns out to be the most popular price range among respondents. 

 

20. Figure - WTP for ArgentinianWine (in euros) 

 

6. Conclusions and Implications 

After revealing the research findings, this chapter will present relevant conclusions, which aim to 

answer the predetermined research questions. Moreover, it lays the foundation of further academic and 

managerial implications that potentially contribute to further research on academic level, or provide 

useful insights, which can be adopted by retailers. 

Answering the research question (RQ) 

As results reveal, three of the most considered extrinsic cues among European millennials, when 

purchasing a bottle of wine, are country of origin, variety and price. Accordingly, when focusing on its 

relation to different wine branding strategies, the following conclusion is drawn. Countries, such as 

Australia that is recognized on its mostly label-focused marketing approach may consider the studied 
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segment as a potential target audience, worth of long-term investments, since budget aspects 

significantly influence Gen Y individuals’ preference on which wine to choose. 

Besides, New World wine producing countries, including Chile, Argentina and New-Zealand are also 

considered to be of highly potential suppliers of bottled premium wine on the European market, due to 

their focus on putting emphasis on varietal branding. This is underpinned by findings on consumer 

perception of the respondents, where a creative and elegant label-design paired with a high level of 

perceived product quality turned out to be the most appealing choice from the given opportunities, 

overtaking the represented French wine. 

Relatedly, taking Old World wine segment into account representing traditional regional branding 

strategies, the paper finds the following conclusion. Since region as an extrinsic cue is not considered 

as one of the most relevant factors in a purchasing decision process, which would imply that the 

studied customer segment rather prefers New World wines. However, country of origin is found to 

positively correlate with regional branding, since reputation of Old World wine producing countries as 

means of COO still influence purchasing behavior significantly. 

As a result, European millennials are concluded to be a relevant target audience of both Old World and 

New World wines, however, with different underlying reasons. While the preference of Old World 

wines turns out to lie within millennials’ cultural characteristics of respecting quality and tradition, 

likelihood of choosing a premium New World wine is a consequence of fashion that consider new 

varieties as fancy. Subsequently, social aspects are more dominant in this case. However, when it 

comes to the third category of low-cost and label-focused wines, the main influencing factor can be 

related to higher level of price sensitivity. 

Regarding further implications, given the studied segment’s increasing demand for information, its 

general exposure to be influenced by the wine label and its preference on variety as an intrinsic cue, it 

might serve as useful insight for retailers to provide clear visibility to the grape type on the bottle, 

which for most Old World wine producers comes as an innovation, due to its traditional label culture 
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that mostly let the customer deduct the varieties based on the wine region. Although for individuals 

with higher levels of wine expertise and older generations regard this as natural, academic literature 

and the research imply that millennials require more guidelines that help their choice on wines. 

Answering the research sub-question (SQ) 

When examining the above presented relationship between wine purchasing behavior and wine 

branding strategies in the context of experience on wines as an independent variable, three main 

conclusions have been made. Each will be elaborated below, drawing on the current research findings 

and academic literature review. 

Firstly, as an overall insight, this paper underpins extant research (Johnson & Bastian, 2007) on the 

conclusion that the level of knowledge on wines also affect individuals’ relation to preferences during 

the purchasing process, when linking experience as a psychological influence to external cues 

(Kennett-Hensel et al., 2011). Accordingly, subjective knowledge on wines, which was studied in the 

current primary research shows positive correlation with individuals’ inclination to mainly integrate 

impersonal information into their purchasing decision process (Dodd et al., 2005). 

Interpreting this in the context of the current research sub-question (SQ), the paper reveals that more 

knowledgeable Gen Y wine consumers are less exposed to being influenced by promotional tactics 

(Johnson & Bastian). Therefore, millennials of higher wine expertise are regarded as a less potential 

customer segment of a label-focused branding strategy, since paying relatively less attention to design 

elements when choosing a bottle of wine. In contrast, these individuals place more emphasis on 

credible impersonal information sources (Dodd et al., 2005), as well as aspects such as origin and 

reputation. Consequently, higher level of subjective wine knowledge is concluded to be in favour of a 

marketing strategy building on either regional or varietal branding. 

Therefore, when considering the representation of Old World and New World in the context of a 

simplified theoretical model, it can be concluded that millennials of more wine expertise are more 
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likely to prefer purchasing traditional European wines that have enjoyed higher reputation and 

commonly perceived quality for a long time. However, this pattern started to change over the previous 

decades and New World wines see a growth in receiving better evaluations, which is also due to 

developed production technologies by the help of which the New World caught up with the Old 

World. 

As of the second conclusion, depending on the perceived level of experience, the influencing power of 

variety as an extrinsic cue shows relatively high variance. European millennials who are more 

knowledgeable on wines tend to attribute more significance to variety when deciding on which bottle 

of wine to choose. Therefore, conclusion is drawn that varietal wine branding strategy is more 

appealing to that segment of European Gen Y wine consumers who have more experience.  

Subsequently, New World wine producing countries that put more emphasis on differentiation by 

grape varieties are recommended to target more knowledgeable consumers. Similarly, wines of low 

price, but exclusive variety may also be appealing to the studied segment. 

Thirdly, a difference within the studied wine purchasing behavior is also detected related to price as 

another relevant extrinsic cue that shows variance among European Gen Y consumers of different 

knowledge on wines. As more experienced individuals tend to attribute lower importance to price, this 

conclusion also underpins the above mentioned argument, fostering retailers selling premium wines to 

target more experienced Gen Y consumers. 

Consequently, this study concludes that knowledge on wines and price sensitivity negatively correlates 

and therefore this segment of millennials is considered to be a more probable target customer of 

premium wines. When placing emphasis on different marketing strategies, regional and varietal 

branding may provide a better fitting to this product category. 
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7. Limitations 

This section will reflect the substantial limitations, which the paper has both related to academic 

literature and from the perspective of applied primary research. 

First of all, when it comes to utilizing research findings for managerial implications, it needs to be 

acknowledged that the correlation drawn between the studied global wine marketing strategies and 

their representation among the two main wine producing regions is based on a simplified theoretical 

model. The purpose of this applied perspective is to place a sharper focus on the chosen customer 

segment’s purchasing behavior at close context of the aforementioned aspects, assuming a relative 

homogeneity within the Old World and New World sector in terms of followed global wine marketing 

patterns. However, it is important to declare that in reality there is no common strategic composition in 

terms of applied wine marketing tactics due to the wide repertoire of wine producers around the world 

and therefore the paper fails to provide credible base for generalization from the mentioned 

perspective. 

Secondly, as the study examined a large population of European Gen Y wine consumers, the survey 

lacks valid representativeness of its sample size of 121 respondents, which is considered as marginal 

given the expected population of the target audience (Krejcie & Morgan, 1970). From the perspective 

of the research sub-question (SQ), which investigates potential change in respondents’ wine purchase 

behavior depending on their level of wine experience, the sample does not reflect equal distribution.  

As a result, research findings and subsequent conclusions may be based on data of statistical 

aberration, which entails a low level of generalizability when it comes to using the current research’s 

revelations as secondary data for related studies (Malhotra et al., 2017). 

Thirdly, the current research topic and inherent research questions may have required complements 

within the repertoire of applicable methodological aspects (Malhotra et al., 2017). Therefore, 

qualitative data collection techniques, such as expert interviews, deep interviews or focus group 
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interviews could have provided additional insights, for which the current research design showed 

limited competence (Saunders et al., 2016). 

These sources of added-value could have been realized by revealing deeper correlations of consumer 

perception on wines that define subsequent behavior, or gaining expert information on strategic 

aspects underlying the global wine marketing theories. Besides, the usage of more advanced 

quantitative data collection techniques would have made it possible to shed light on more complex 

statistical correlations between the studied variables (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Finally, collected secondary data on wine purchasing behavior and international wine trade figures 

also reflects acknowledgeable limitations. As of the former, data has been gathered from different 

academic research sources, where the focus of study have been on distinct consumer segments, and 

therefore, applicability of such results may be of lower relevance to the current study. 

Regarding the latter, data has been provided on the UK wine market in order to underpin the intense 

co-existence of Old World and New World wine marketing strategies in the most representative 

European wine import market. However, research studies the segment of millennials all over Europe, 

which includes several markets of different characteristics. As a result, generalizability is also 

considered to be low. 

8. Prospectives for Further Research 

After elaborating on recommendations for both academic and business implementations, further 

reflection is delineated with emphasis put on relevancy. 

Accordingly, an actual consideration concerns a possible long-term influence of the current COVID-

19 on the studied aspects. Since the pandemic affected international trade significantly, the markets of 

imported goods may be threatened globally, including the wine industry experiencing a potential 

ripple effect. As a result, particular countries - where the level of imported wines remarkably exceed 
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domestic production volume, such as Great-Britain being one of the most important European wine 

importeur - a possible quota on international trade might be imposed. 

In this case, representation of New World wines may decrease in favour of the Old World wine 

repertoire, which would potentially place New World wine producing countries under pressure in 

terms of maintaining the same level of export figures in European markets. Inherently, lower visibility 

might entail modifications within consumer behavior, such as weaker levels of recall and recognition 

of New World wine brands, regions and varieties. Therefore, these aspects are potential areas to place 

emphasis on in the frame of further research. 

Besides, this paper proposes a new prospect for conducting further academic research on consumer 

perception in the context of mixing wine marketing strategies and the two main wine producing 

regions. Therefore, it may be potentially studied how wine customers relate to different substantially 

uncommon branding compositions, such as a traditional Old World winemaker building on a label-

focused marketing strategy. This potential research area could entail conclusions on perception of 

reputation and generational differences, since the paper has the presumption of Gen Y being more 

flexible than elder generations when it comes to experiencing the mixture of unrelated values.  
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